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THE DREAM MOTIF
IN THE NOVELS OF JAMES LEO HERLIHY

This work is the first critical study of all of James 

Leo Herlihy’s novels. An analysis of All Fall Down (I960), 

Midnight Cowboy (1965), and The Season of the Witch (1971) 

reveals Herlihy’s particular talent in the use of dreams, 

not only for characterization but also to unify the fiction 

both structurally and thematically. He structures these 

novels about daydream-dominated neurotics around three 

stages: (1) the protagonist daydreams of unrealistic solu

tions to family problems, while sleeping dreams show the 

depth of these problems; (2) he clings stubbornly to his 

daydreams in spite of disillusioning experiences, but sub

consciously grows in awareness of reality; (3) he experiences 

love, discards his daydreams, and exhibits maturity in his 

sleeping dreams. ’’Problem” dreams become “solution” dreams, 

including a "climactic solution dream” where the protagonist 

subconsciously confronts the evil in human nature. Most sig

nificant is Herlihy’s use of interlocking dream symbolism to 

express his maturation theme, especially in the central recur

ring dream of each novel: Clinton Williams’s “tree-shaking” 

dream, Joe Buck’s "golden rope" and “family" dreams, and 

Gloria Random’s “forest” dream.
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I. INTRODUCTION

James Leo Herlihy is a skillful, as well as success

ful, contemporary American novelist; yet he has been neg

lected by literary analysts. His books have been widely 

reviewed as they have appeared, but no articles have dealt 

with his work in any detail. Each of Herlihy’s three novels 

exhibits a literary craftsmanship that deserves critical 

attention. Moreover, the perspective now possible from an 

overview of several major works reveals Herlihy*s particular 

talent in the exposition of character and theme by the use 

of dreams.

Herlihy uses the dream as a convenient vehicle to sym

bolize in powerful emotional terms the loneliness which 

afflicts his characters. Dreams are also used to show the 

protagonists* progress toward maturity. From lonely, self- 

centered people they develop into more outgoing, loving 

people; they become more tolerant of human failings, their 

own and those of others, and they give up unrealistic ideals 

for simpler, more humanistic ones. These changing attitudes 

are revealed through dreams. Within each novel, they are 

particularly emphasized in certain recurring dreams which 

Herlihy modifies as the protagonist matures.

1
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The dreams in Herlihy’s fiction can be categorized 

according to how they elucidate his theme of maturation. 

Early in each novel, the dreams tend to be ’’problem" dreams; 

that is, they portray the protagonist’s insecure identity 

and his resulting conflicts with family and environment. 

These "problem" dreams are modified over time into "so

lution" dreams; they either show that the solution to the 

conflicts had been reached, or they suggest how the char

acter will solve his conflicts in the future.

The dreams can also be categorized into "sleeping 

dreams" (subconscious images) and "daydreams" (half

conscious fantasies or wishes). These categories overlap 

with the two noted above. The daydreams are almost always 

"problem" dreams, because they fail to mesh with reality. 

The sleeping dreams, as well, are often "problem" dreams; 

they give clues to the reasons for the daydreams. The 

sleeping dreams become "solution" dreams when they suggest 

that the character is confronting the reasons for his day

dreams and growing beyond them.

This study will demonstrate how dreams are keys to 

Herlihy’s maturation theme in each of his three novels. 

In each novel, "problem" dreams and "solution" dreams will 

be identified and discussed. The daydreams will be shown 

to be adolescent fantasies which are part of the characters’ 
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problems in reaching maturity. The sleeping dreams will be 

analyzed for clues to the deepest feelings of the protago

nists. Each novel will be treated separately (Chapters II, 

III, and Iv) in order to show the changes in key recurring 

dreams most clearly. As the thesis progresses, novels al

ready discussed will be referred to for comparison. A 

fifth chapter will conclude the thesis with a review of 

patterns in the fiction and comments on the effectiveness 

of the dream motif as used by Herlihy.



II. THE DREAM MOTIF IN ALL FALL DOWN

James Leo Herlihy’s first novel. All Fall Down (I960), 

is a story of characters dominated by daydreams. Fourteen- 

year-old Clinton Williams and his parents all invest their 

hopes in Clinton’s brother Berry-berry, who may someday re

turn home. The father dreams of excitement, the mother of 

love. Clinton longs for companionship and freedom; he 

dreams that someday Berry-berry will take him to "Life." 

Berry-berry himself dreams of being admired, even though 

he knows he is a fraud as a hero. A prostitute named Shir

ley also tries to escape the truth, by living in a dream of 

childhood innocence. All these daydreams reveal the char

acters’ evasion of problems caused by lack of love.

Only two characters in All Fall Down live with the 

truth, and they set an example for Clinton which eventually 

frees him from the domination of daydreams. From the psychic 

Bernice O’Brien, he learns to recognize evil, even if that 

evil resides in his hero-brother; and from Bernice’s daugh

ter Echo he learns to take the risk of loving in spite of 

evil. As Clinton grows emotionally, Herlihy marks the 

boy’s development with sleeping dreams. The recurring 
’’tree-shaking” dream in particular reveals Clinton’s 

4
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maturation.

In the first pages of All Fall Down, Herlihy sets up 

the conflict between daydreams and realities when he de

scribes the neighbors’ view of the Williams family. Neigh

borhood children consider the Williams house strange, maybe 

haunted. Clinton, for example, is pitied for being ’’not 

quite right” because he copies every conversation he hears 

into one of his hundred-plus notebooks, and the Williams’ 

visitor. Echo O’Brien, is thought to be an ambassador be

cause she drives a shiny black car. As Herlihy sums it up, 

’’The point is simply this: There was often a wide and ri

diculous difference between what took place in the Williams 

house and what the people of Seminary Street believed.

There is also a difference between what took place 

and what the Williamses themselves believed, and the reason 

for the fantasizing is the same: an absence of interaction, 

communication, and love among the people concerned. The 

neighbors have little to do with the Williamses, so their 

fantasies flourish. The Williamses hardly talk to each 

other, so each is caught up in his daydreams. As the novel

James Leo Herlihy, All Fall Down (New York:
E. P. Dutton, I960), p. 13. Subsequent references 
will be given in the text.
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progresses, Herlihy exposes the characters* problems through 

their daydreams and shows how love moves them to accept the 

realities of their lives.

Ralph Williams, Clinton’s father, fantasizes that he 

has fathered a magnificent son named Berry-berry, meaning 

“Son of the Tiger” to a Congolese tribe called the Gal- 

bralians. In fact. Berry-berry’s name came from baby talk, 

and the boy is a runaway, a lecher, and a child-deserter. 

Ralph is unaware of why he perpetuates the Galbralian story: 

”His tongue was like a pump hooked up to some deep well of 

secrets, and when he got it primed the tales he spewed up 

were as astonishing to him as to any man in the room.1* 

(p. 33).

Ralph must daydream because he needs to feel impor

tant, like the ’’tiger” king. He cannot face the reality 

that his life as a young Socialist firebrand has slid into 

alcoholism. Moreover, he refuses to recognize that it was 

actually Berry-berry who caused the slide: first. Berry

berry's birth distracted Mrs. Williams from her interest 

in Ralph's politics (p. 31), and second. Berry-berry allowed 

his parents to move away from a neighborhood where Ralph 

was happy as the local barroom ’’tiger," and then abandoned 

the family.

The reason Ralph does not resent Berry-berry for 
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affecting his life so destructively is that his son’s 

misbehavior provides Ralph with new barroom material. 

Ralph discovers that he can "as easily stiffen the ears of 

a group of men by recounting to them the wild doings of 

his son, as by telling over and over again of his profane 

beliefs” (p. 32). Ralph finds communication of any sort a 

lifeline to continued survival in a lonely world. He uses 

his Galbralian daydream to provide that communication.

Ralph cannot fool himself completely with his day

dreams, however. When he mentions that he has considered 

going to Florida like Berry-berry, he adds, ”’. . . before 

I—before I decide not to’” (p. lOlj.) • He implies, ’’before 

I get too old,” and of course he never goes. He senses 

this much reality: that daydreams cannot really come true.

Clinton is Ralph’s ’’tame son” (p. 33)» but Ralph 

eventually includes him in the Galbralian fantasy. One 

night, in a flush of guilt over his favoritism, he tells 

Clinton, ’’You’re just as bad as that other one. You’re 

both Galbralians” (p. 33)• Berry-berry has been gone a 

long time; yet this conversation is Ralph’s first attempt 

to recognize the reality that Clinton, not Berry-berry, is 

the son who can bring Ralph real companionship and communi

cation, instead of daydreams. Ironically, Ralph must 

communicate by reference to the daydream, and Clinton is 
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ao accustomed to his father’s use of fantasy that he re

ceives the message.

Clinton’s mother’s fantasies about Berry-berry are 

more intense than Ralph’s, partly because they have sexual 

undertones; they are a desperate attempt by Berry-berry’s 

mother to repress his rejection of her. Like Ralph, Anna

bel Williams neglects her available son, Clinton, for her 

daydream son. For example, she notices Clinton’s truancy 

only after he has been out of school for fifty-seven days, 

and when she finally talks to him about it, she immediately 

interrupts herself with a question about Berry-berry:

'’We’re going to have less secrecy 
around here. Are you in secret communi
cation with Berry-berry?”

’’No."
"Clinton. Do you love your family?"
"Yes."
"So does Berry-berry, loves us to 

pieces. I don’t doubt that by an eye
lash." (p. ll|.)

In her defensiveness, Annabel reveals her deep fear 

that she herself is not loved and that the family she has 

created is not a loving family. In fact, Annabel is sus

picious, condescending, secretive, a chronic liar, and a 

terrible listener; Clinton finds it impossible to learn to 

love in the atmosphere she creates.

Annabel repeatedly chooses her fantasies over reality. 

A prophetic example early in All Fall Down is a quarrel she 
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has with some movers who break an old birdcage made by 

Berry-berry years before. She scolds them so firecely that 

the neighbor children, to whom she has been giving marsh

mallows while they watch the movers, back away. Then she 

crossly hands a child the broken birdcage instead of a marsh 

mallow. Her memories of Berry-berry, tied up in a relic of 

his childhood, are more real to her than the living children 

she is with. In addition, the broken birdcage is symbolic 

of the loss of control over Berry-berry which disturbs her 

deeply. Berry-berry is the "bird" who has escaped the ’’cage 

of an over protective mother.

Another example of Annabel’s preference for fantasy 

surfaces in a telephone conversation which Clinton copies 

into his notebook, with editorial comments. ’’’You wouldn’t 

know these boys, talk about big and handsome. Berry-berry's 

traveling now, you know. Just seeing the country and we 

couldn’t be happier about it (lie), footloose and twenty- 

one, writes regularly (lie), says the Grand Canyon is 

breathtaking (lie), and I don’t know where all he’s been 

(true)’” (p. 22). She changes the subject as soon as she 

gets too close to the truth.

Annabel’s fantasies about Berry-berry are strongly 

focused in her celebration of Christmas; Herlihy uses 

ironic Christmas symbols throughout the novel to recall 
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her relationship with Berry-berry. He suggests that Anna

bel invests her son with nearly divine powers to bring love 

back into the family, yet at the same time longs for his 

coming much as a self-centered child daydreams of the pres

ents which will come to him at Christmas. Of course, she 

continues to think Berry-berry will come home for Christmas 

each year, though he never does. On Christmas Eve, in a 

parody of Christian ritual (the vigil of Christmas), she 

places a large box for Berry-berry under the tree, takes a 

hot bath, and "as if she were dressing for a lover*1 (p. £0), 

puts on a new dress and jewelry. She then begins to "play 

her Christmas Eve drama of the mother who sits in her chair, 

waiting, candle in the window, for the return of the prodi

gal. . . ** (p. 5D.

Herlihy suggests that Annabel wishes for more than 

family love at Christmas. Earlier, Annabel described some 

dreams to her correspondent and only close friend, Bernice 

O’Brien: "Bernice, there is not a living soul I would 

breathe this to, but I dream quite a bit lately about Arch 

Roper. Very romantic dreams. I am an old middle-aged 

woman who still has dreams of taking walks and dating and 

everything’" (p. 37). Herlihy emphasizes that Annabel’s 

letters to Bernice are "the most solid communication of 

her life" (p. 38) and that "Annabel wrote the truth in 
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these letters'1 (p. 35) > therefore, her romantic longings 

can be taken as much closer to her true feelings than her 

alleged faith in Berry-berry*s filial devotion. The de

scription "as if she were dressing for a lover" indicates 

that in Annabel’s fantasy. Berry-berry will fulfill her ro

mantic needs as well as her motherly ones. She is frus

trated when Berry-berry not only does not come home for 

Christmas, but does not ask for her on the telephone. She 

persists in her daydreams.

Unlike Ralph and Annabel, Clinton is quite conscious

of his daydream about Berry-berry, and eventually he actively

pursues it. His brother is

the center of Clinton’s most important dream: 
that one day when he was considered old enough, 
perhaps at seventeen. Berry-berry would send for 
him to go traveling with him. . . . Clinton felt 
that no matter what Berry-berry did, whether away 
from the house or in it, he was living. It was 
something that took place even when he slept, 
hidden in his body and under his eyelids; it was 
always going on. . . . A belief took shape in him 
that he could not himself have put into words.
It was this: that Life had conspired to avoid him 
altogether. . . . Life was a thing that took place 
out of his presence: it went on in a room just be
fore he entered it and took up again after he 
left. . . . and surely it moved along with Berry
berry, inside of him on that vague and dimly 
lighted, hard to imagine road he traveled.
(pp. 39, 42)

Clinton feels trapped, stifled, and terribly alone. In his 

daydreams, he invests Berry-berry with mysterious powers; 
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he dreams of Berry-berry coming as a savior to introduce 

him to Life.

Accompanying Clinton’s dream of Berry-berry’s return, 

however, is the fear that the longed-for event will never 

take place: "What made the dream important was not only 

that he wanted it to come true--but that he was certain it 

never would. It was therefore impossible to get rid of and 

had tormented him for a long time" (p. 39). Clinton lives 

in terror of never breaking out of his loneliness; he has 

no confidence that he is lovable or able to engage in real, 
"living" experiences. Therefore he "lives" through his 

dreams.

Clinton never rebukes Annabel for her domination of 

him, but after her cutting remarks about his Christmas gift 

to her, Clinton feels "a sudden wave of hatred for himself 

and for Annabel, and more than ever before, for this 

house. . . . Its barnlike proportions were suddenly dwarfed, 

and he felt that its walls pressed in on them like those of 

a tiny jail cell" (p. 53)• Clinton’s vision of the house 

as a jail expresses his envy of Berry-berry’s freedom. In 

another daydream, he tries to imagine Berry-berry’s sexual 

conquests:

Clinton pictured in his mind a dimly 
lighted tavern in the hills of Kentucky, 
Berry-berry flipping a coin at the bar 
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while sloe-eyed, long-haired, smooth
skinned women cloaked their desire in 
cigarette smoke, tapped in time to the 
jukebox with high-heeled slippers; and 
waited, waited, waited. In his mind, 
everybody tapped out the time, nervously, 
even the bartender and the faceless men 
who sat against the walls watching, wait
ing; but Clinton, as the author of this 
picture, could not really get the thing 
moving; he could never see Berry-berry 
in operation, only this throbbing frieze 
of tension and desire, (p. 6I4.-65)

The dream picture cannot be completed because Clinton has

never experienced release of his tensions, sexual or social.

As a child Clinton had nightmares about insane people.

He writes in his notebook: "For a long time I used to think 

everybody in the world was insane and I was scared to death 

on account of it and had nightmares about all these maniacs 

being on the loose everyplace. But now that I know better

I just get depressed. Because they still act like they're 
crazy" (p. 79)• Clinton deeply fears insanity; in his

family of isolates he finds only a hazy image of Berry-berry 

as a norm for his own behavior.

Like Ralph and Annabel, Clinton has ignored Berry

berry's failure to live up to daydream images. Clinton

gives Berry-berry a special address where Berry-berry can

write to him, but Berry-berry leaves it at home. Clinton

has tried to converse with Berry-berry on subjects like

sex, but Berry-berry has been singularly insensitive:
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"On close questioning of this sort. Berry-berry would only 

laugh. He dropped his trousers, peed out the window, and 

sang some crazy song” (p. 1|1). What Clinton labeled a 

"conversation” with Berry-berry was really a crude mocking 

of the younger boy’s natural curiosity.

Clinton’s first glimpse of a release from his fanta

sies occurs when Berry-berry calls Ralph to report he has 

been arrested for hitting a woman, and Ralph confides in 

Clinton. Clinton”even felt, for that moment . . . that he 

was a necessary person” (p. 63)• The boy and his father 

have a friendly talk about sex, and Herlihy notes that 

"Clinton knew . . . that he himself was moving across some 

stretch of time and ignorance, covering, so to speak, some 

of the ground that lay between him and his brother" (p. 66). 

Through this loving communication with his father, Clinton 

feels that he is approaching the "Life" that Berry-berry 

has reached.

Clinton next attempts to make his dream of being 

"sent for” come true. Building on his new feeling of being 

a "necessary person," he decides to take Berry-berry some 

money. Herlihy writes, "Each mile . . . drew him closer 

and closer to the true beginning of his life . . . He began 

to hope that, having passed, on this very night, some in

visible threshhold into the life of his dreams, the need 
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fop a record might have fallen away and his friendship with 

the notebook terminated” (p. 85). This hopeful pursuit of 

dreams characterizes all the adolescent protagonists in 

Herlihy’s novels; but Clinton falls between Joe Buck of 

Midnight Cowboy and Gloria Random of The Season of the 

Witch in his consciousness of what he is doing and its prob

able results. He is not as oblivious as Joe, but not as 

realistic as Gloria. He does not want to believe that 

stepping further into his dream world cannot bring him 

closer to Life; he basks in unreality, rehearsing his line, 

”’My brother got in a jam . . . , and he sent for me to help 

him out1” (p. 72). Herlihy underscores the unreality: 

’’Clinton at certain moments found himself believing that 

Berry-berry had actually sent for him. Whereas, what he 

had sent for was two hundred dollars; and the request had 

come not to him, Clinton, but to Ralph” (p. 72).

Arriving in Florida, Clinton has a daydream which re

veals a nagging uncertainty. Looking for Berry-berry in a 

nightclub, Clinton sees the dancers and drinkers against a 

backdrop image of his brother, ”a kind of screen projection 

of Clinton’s deepest concern" (p. 91}.). He sees only the 

back of Berry-berry’s head, constantly moving away. Clinton 

can summon only this image because he fears being rejected 

by his brother once again. The sordid nightclub scene 
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suggests the grossness of Berry-berry’s character, which 

Clinton has never acknowledged; in fact, Clinton’s inquiries 

result in sneers and snickers about Berry-berry. Clinton 

feels his dream slipping from him.

Lying down outside the nightclub, Clinton has an im

portant vision which mirrors his feelings of rejection and 

disillusionment:

It seemed to him that he had run out 
of alternatives and would remain seated 
here forever . . . . But he felt no sense 
of ownership about the night: it was 
part of Berry-berry’ s leavings. IVhen 
Berry-berry swept through a place, he 
seemed always to leave in his wake the 
garbage of a vampire; everything and 
everyone empty, meaningless, dead. 
Clinton saw the entire peninsula of 
Florida as a giant penis and the town. 
Key Bonita, nothing but an absurd tatoo 
on its crown. In his mind, weary, half
dreaming, the town was not a network of 
streets, but of branches; one did not 
walk here, one climbed; and the tree it
self, in his half-dream, was a poor, 
withered Christmas tree, decorated by 
Annabel. She herself, perched in some 
high branch next to the moon, presided 
over her collection of shabby ornaments; 
like a puppet painted to impersonate a 
crazy woman, half angel, half whore, 
she gazed down with puzzled, indecisive 
eyes. ’’Are you still looking for Berry
berry?” he heard her ask, in a tiny, 
scarcely audible voice. ’’You are lookin’ 
for your brother, aren’t you?” But 
Clinton could not answer because he 
himself was part of Berry-berry’s garbage, 
an apparatus of nerves, exhausted, blood
less. He lay on the wall like some piti
ful lizard, unable to shed his old skin: 
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duffel bag, notebook, money belt. . . . 
(p. 96).

Here Clinton sees Berry-berry not as living, but as killing, 

someone who sucks the life out of others and then abandons 

them. For the first time, Clinton perceives the selfishness 

and purely sexual motivation of his brother’s behavior. 

Clinton’s quest now seems to him like climbing a tree,diffi

cult ("one did not walk here") and complicated ("a network"). 

It seems now as futile as Annabel’s compulsive search for 

love, symbolized by her Christmas tree. Annabel herself ■ 

appears now as a puppet—an imitator of life, manipulated 

by other forces. His view of her as an angel suggests his 

love for her; his view of her as half whore suggests his 

awareness on some level of her sexual attraction to Berry

berry. To Clinton she is both beautiful and crazy.

Clinton sees the town as a Christmas tree because 

Herlihy wishes to emphasize Annabel’s stake in Clinton’s 

quest. Unlike Ralph, Annabel was delighted with Clinton’s 

trip to Florida. According to Clinton’s notebook,

I had this very peculiar talk with 
Annabel. She can’t wait for me to 
get on that bus! Which is completely 
out of character and I don’t know 
what to think. . . . Also, she gave 
me this photograph she had taken in 
the dime store and made me promise 
I’d give it to Berry-berry. . . . It 
came out very blurry and makes her 
look like Mary Astor with little lights 
in her eyes and all. (p. ?8)
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Annabel is using Clinton to help her act out her high school 

romance fantasy; she is sending her picture to her "boy

friend. 11 This daydream role takes precedence over her role 

as Clinton's mother, who would naturally feel protective of 

her son. In the Christmas tree daydream, Clinton hears 

Annabel begging him to carry on her search for Berry-berry. 

Clinton cannot answer Annabel in the dream, because he is 

in the shock of discovering that his dream is really not 

going to come true. He is going to remain alone, sheltered 

only by his familiar defenses (his "old skin") and too ex

hausted to respond to his new situation.

Clinton is now invited into another fantasy world by 

a real "angel-whore," a prostitute named Shirley. Shirley 

dresses, speaks, and acts like a child. She has a panda 

dyed lavender like all her clothes and furniture; she keeps 

a supply of chocolate kisses. Taking Clinton to her hotel 

room, she pretends he is her dead little brother. She acts 

out a ritual of leaving the bathroom door open for "Willy" 

to let him know she's near; she wants to be needed. She 

also instructs Clinton in a ritual to make her feel better 

if she should start crying; she insists, "'You have to 

stop mfel’" (p. lOjlp). If she cries, she may break out of 

her dream world and realize that she is terribly unhappy.
Shirley admits that she "dream fs7 awake" (p. 101|.).
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Her recurring dream about Willy, one of the key dreams in the 

novel, explains that guilt over her brother’s death is at 

the root of her childhood fantasy. Her account of the dream 

meshes the realities of Willy’s death into the dream se

quences without always distinguishing the two, just as Shir

ley lives her life in an overlap of realities and dreams.

I dreamt about my little brother Willy. 
It’s not my fault or anything, but he’s 
dead. Everybody says it’s not my fault 
because it was accidental. But when I 
dream about him, we’re both settin’ in 
the tree singin’ songs. . . . I never 
think about him bein’ dead and all, 
’cause I don’t really believe in it. . 
. . We could hear the woman callin’ us, 
but we just stayed put, him on one branch, 
me on the other. . . . Just as Miss Hoozit 
we was boardin’ with at the time. After 
m’folks died, me and Willy boarded out 
all sorts of places. But this Miss Hoozit 
was the last one, ’cause after that I run 
off by myself. . . . ’Cause Willy’d al
ready had his accident. He fell off the 
high branch. Y’see, he was trying’ to 
fly. Cutest thing, believed every word 
I told him. I used to tell him when his 
wings got big enough, we’d fly away to
gether, and he believed me. . . . And 
then one day, he di’nt ask me. He just 
took it on hisself to try. . . . Except 
in the dream, him and me both, we just 
fly all over the country together. . . . 
And we stop on various trees to rest 
and sing songs, (p. 105)

Willy died because he mistook Shirley’s dream for reality, 

but this fact sendsher into more dreaming rather than more 

recognition of reality. In dreaming of flying, Shirley had 

merely wanted to escape a world in which her parents were 
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dead and she and her brother boarded with a succession of 

"Miss Hoozits;" she had pretended they could fly to freedom 

because of her own deep needs for love and self-expression. 

Now she cannot face the consequences of her fantasizing, so 

she fantasizes more: she is still an innocent child, un

familiar with evil; death does not really exist; Clinton is 

Willy, and Willy is "only asleep" (p. 101).

The song Shirley quotes from her dream is revealing: 

said, Willy, I *m a rover. 
Can’t you spare one sweet word of 
love?" (p. lOlj..

She is a rover, and she needs love, so she dreams it into 

existence, much as Clinton has made Berry-berry into a dream

hero out of pure need. In Shirley’s dream, she and Willy 

have freedom and love; love, however, is the primary need. 

Shirley feels loved when Clinton is with her; therefore 

she sings while he sleeps in her room, and in her dream 

that night she flies "no place special" (p. 105) because 

Clinton’s companionship makes her feel happy where she is.

Shirley acts "as if a dream held for her more suspense 

than any tale of an actual event" (p. 10?) because she 

would rather not be what she is, a prostitute who long ago 

caused her little brother’s death. As Clinton cannot 

recognize the evil in Berry-berry, Shirley cannot accept 

it in herself. After joyously making love with Clinton,
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Shirley wakes up to what she is and becomes surly and cyni

cal. She cries; her game of childhood is over. Lashing 

out at Clinton’s dream, she reveals that Berry-berry left 

town because he stabbed a girl. Then, by means of a sleep

ing pill, Shirley re-enters her dream world: she calls out 

to "Willy” and tells him to "go straight home" (p. lllj.).

Clinton joins Shirley in her game of childhood be

cause he, too, would like to remain innocent, as he shows 

in their discussion of death. Shirley asks if he believes 

death is final for people, and Clinton says "’they sort of 

float around like when you dream’" (p. 107). Shirley makes 

him reassure her that dead people "’still like to have songs 

sung to them’" (p. 10?). Shirley still wants Willy to need 

her and keep her company in dreams; Clinton, also lonely 

and withdrawn from reality, can sympathize. Later in the 

novel, Clinton writes about suicide: "The thing I am 

counting on is that after death people become automatically 

ghosts, and possess thereby complete freedom of movement 

and are invisible. ADVANTAGES: I could follow Berry-berry 

around from place to place, invisible from cops. . . ." 

(p. 133). Clinton’s glibness about death comes from his 

deep, childlike desire to find an end to loneliness without 

the risks of engaging himself in life’s frustrations; his 

daydream solution is to become a ghost. After returning 
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from Florida, he attempts something like this solution by 

withdrawing to his bed for several weeks.

One of the few sleeping dreams in All Fall Down 

occurs while Clinton is with Shirley and illustrates his 

desire for the ”freedom'’of non-involvement. It suggests 

the deepest cause for the protagonist’s obsession with 

Berry-berry. A ’’jail" dream, it stands in opposition to 

most of the characters’ daydreams, which feature travel, 

struggle, trees, ©r flying as symbols of the search for 

freedom. It also contrasts with Clinton’s earlier jail 

daydream, in which he saw his parents’ house as a stifling 

cell. In this dream Berry-berry is in jail.

”1 dreamt I went to see him in 
jail." He laughed.

"Lord, I hope it was some nice 
jail," Shirley said.

"It was! It had these real thick 
walls and when I got into the cell 
where he was, they wouldn’t let me 
out."

"Were you scared?"
"No. I kind of liked it. It 

felt good bein’ in there with him. 
It was a nice place, and it had two 
bunks. So I got in one of ’em, and 
he got in the other one; and we went 
to sleep. One of my favorite things 
is sleepin’ in a room where somebody 
else is." (p. 106-0?)

This jail dream shows Clinton’s subconscious longing not 

for freedom, but for security, which he associates with 

finding his brother. Like Shirley’s dream, it is a retreat 
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into childhood; unlike Shirley’s dream, Clinton’s shows no 

particular vision of love, and no vision of freedom. Clinton 

simply wants to be confined, with no chance of being left 

alone. All he expects of Berry-berry is the minimal compan

ionship of sleeping in the same room. The dream illuminates 

Clinton’s basic need for womb-like security, something he 

must experience before he can pursue either real love or 

real freedom.

To underscore his point, Herlihy has Clinton scurry 

for his notebook as soon as the spell of Shirley’s child

hood fantasy is broken by their physical act of love: “Did 

not think about Berry-berry for more than an hour. Must 

figure this out. We have been singing songs here, songs 

for ghosts. . . . The girl is crying. I don’t know what 

to do. I’m hungry. Must find Berry-berry” (p. 110). 

Clinton has not needed the Berry-berry daydream while he 

has had Shirley’s companionship. As soon as Shirley cries, 

however, Clinton retreats into the dream. Herlihy empha

sizes the elemental nature of Clinton’s need for security, 

represented by Berry-berry, by placing it next to the need 

for food in Clinton’s mind.

Clinton’s withdrawal to a sickbed after he returns 

home is like Shirley’s sleeping pill, an attempt to wipe 

out the awareness of an unhappy reality. During the long 
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days in bed, Clinton has "wakeful dreams: Ugly memories 

that put you in a fog” (p. 126) which are the result of 

attempting "fake rest." The Florida experience has cut a 

chink in Clinton’s shield from the world, his Berry-berry 

daydream.

Clinton toys with the idea of suicide as a way to 

have freedom without the pain of involvement: "I have had 

all the experiences that life can offer," he writes. "It 

is now clear that I must go on to invisible experiences such 

as one has in deep dreaming, so do not think of me as dead 

in any way" (pp. 131-32). He realizes, however, that he is 

deceiving himself. His suicide would bring pain to others, 

"heart attacks or worse" (p. 132) and death has its own 

risks: "if I end up in some lousy place like Hell, for 

instance” (p. 133)• In addition, it occurs to Clinton that 

he might be even lonelier: "The only major snag . . . is, 

can a ghost keep a notebook????" (p. 13^4-). The "deep dream

ing" of death is no escape.

To get the communication he needs to survive, Clinton 

baits his mother into conversation by inventing a dream 

(p. I3I4-) J like Shirley, Annabel pays more attention to dreams 

than to reality. His dream is supposedly psychic: Bernice’s 

daughter Echo is coming to visit (in fact Clinton has secret

ly read his mother’s correspondence with her close friend) 
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Annabel has gained a respect for psychic dreams from observ

ing that several of Bernice’s dream-predictions about Berry

berry have come true. Just as Annabel does her only true 

communicating in letters to Bernice, she also does her only 

genuine listening in heeding Bernice’s prophecies. Once 

Bernice had written, ”’I see your older boy and X-mas tree 

in same picture. Holiday visitor may surprise you’” (p.l|7)« 

The following Christmas Berry-berry smashed a manger scene 

in a Biloxi department store, but since Annabel never heard 

about it, she still waits faithfully for Berry-berry to 

arrive at Christmastime. Because Clinton converses about 

a psychic dream, Annabel pays full attention to him for 

once, and she becomes very excited about his supposed powers. 

As with Ralph and Shirley, Clinton here made contact with 

another person through dreams, but in this instance he is 

manipulating the dream, rather than vice versa. ’’Maybe it 

was a pretty dirty trick to pull,” he writes, ’’but . . . it 

was clear as hell I’d gone up in Annabel’s book about a 

hundred points” (p. 136). He is not free of dreams, but he 

is learning how to use them.

When Echo arrives for her visit, she brings another 

psychic dream from Bernice: Berry-berry will arrive home 

any day. Annabel becomes nearly hysterical and Clinton 

observes ”how nervous this whole family is every time
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Berry-berry comes up in a conversation. We all act like he 

just went down to the drugstore . . . whereas the truth is 

we don’t even remember what the hell he looks like any more" 

(p. 150). By contrast to Annabel, who has clung to her fan

tasies, Clinton is becoming more realistic about his. Mean

while, Annabel has vague, nightmarish premonitions about 

Berry-berry’s arrival, ’’like an actual knowledge of impending 

trouble’1 (p. 157) # but she feels ’’something shameful in her 

anxiety” (p. 157) and keeps silent about it.

Clinton is the only character who defines Annabel’s 

problem with Berry-berry, and he does so as he matures and 

as he comes to terms with his own dreams. He sees Berry

berry kiss Annabel full on the mouth (p. 161); he hears 

Berry-berry say he hates his mother and ”’I’m always afraid 

I’ll do something rotten . . . so I keep the hell away’” 

(p. 166). Clinton hears that ’’whenever the thought of 
motherhood entered [Berry-berry’3)association with any 

woman, he became impotent with her and could no longer bear 

to touch her” (p. 170). Eventually Clinton witnesses Berry

berry making love to a prostitute while calling her ’’Annabel” 

and then trying to hurt her, crying, ”’We shouldn’t be doing 

this”’ (p. 213) • Berry-berry is tortured by his anguish at 

not being able to make love to his mother, and by his guilt 

for wanting to. Annabel is strongly attracted to her son 
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and la frustrated between fear and hope. Herlihy uses 

Annabel's nightmarish premonitions about Berry-berry to 

alert the reader to the anxiety which makes Annabel such a 

nervous, self-involved person, obsessed with being loved by 

her older son and unable to communicate with the rest of 

her family.

It is Echo O'Brien who brings Clinton to the maturity 

which allows him to see Berry-berry realistically and dis

card him as a hero. Echo is an exceptionally loving 31-year- 

old, and beautiful as well; Clinton falls for her immedi

ately. Herlihy writes, “In his eagerness to hear Echo's 

voice, Clinton was momentarily tempted to get dressed, go 

downstairs, and declare himself well1* (p. II4.O). Echo in

creases the boy's confidence that he has the ability to 

love. Like his old dream-image of Berry-berry, Echo seems 

to Clinton to be completely alive; unlike Berry-berry, how

ever, Echo does not shut Clinton out from sharing in her 

living quality:

You don't actually see her quiver, the way 
a mere nervous person does. You just feel 
it. You know that inside she's all alive. 
. . . . It's like her body is just this 
very delicate shell that she keeps her 
heart in. I picture it that inside this 
shell it's almost dark, like a little 
green shelter in the woods with a brook 
running through it, and on the edge of 
the brook, just sitting there lonesome and 
quivering, is Echo O'Brien's heart. The 
way it makes me feel is this. I'd like to 
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just come up beside her, walking very 
softly, and just be there with her. (p. 11|4)

This daydream view of Echo is Clinton’s first major ’’so

lution” dream, because his concern for Echo overshadows his 

preoccupation with his own insecurity and his notebooks: 

”0n a day like this I don’t really like to write things 

down” (p. 120). It also involves his dreaming ability in 

imagining someone else’s feelings rather than his own. 

Echo’s personality ’’echoes” others; she allows them to relax 

and be themselves, to see their own worth reflected in her 

eyes.

Nevertheless, Clinton soon thinks that his old day

dreams of being "sent for" is again about to come true. 

Berry-berry has suddenly arrived home, and he invites Clin

ton to go for a ride. Somehow, however, Clinton feels the 

incident is unreal. "The visitor was Berry-berry, but he 

could not fit the two together. . . . He wanted to get the 

feeling that this ride was really taking place, but there 

was something disturbingly false in the core of it. . . . 

It was an event of will, without his flesh being involved 

in it, without truth" (p. 165)* Having met a truly loving 

person in Echo, Clinton begins to see that the Berry-berry 

he has idolized is not real. The ride is like a sentence 

in his notebook, a substitute for an experience of genuine
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human interaction.

Rather than being truly interested in Clinton, Berry

berry is indulging in a ’’problem” daydream of his own. He 

wants to believe that Clinton supports him in his wild, 

’’Galbralian” behavior. ”’I’m a mess. What about you? Are 

you a mess?. . . You’re a mess, arent you? . . .We’re Ralph 

Williams’ two prize Galbralians, that’s what we are’” (p. 

166). Berry-berry makes Clinton agree that he, too, is ”a 

mess.” However, Clinton is beginning to see that he is 

much healthier than his old hero.

Clinton has a vision of Berry-berry which shows his 

new view of his brother. Clinton sees ”a startled and 

innocent look on his face . . . like an illustration from 

a children’s book: Berry-berry, a man-child, lost in a 

forest, examining some precious treasure, his own hand" 

(p. 11|9). Berry-berry is like a child to Clinton. The 

innocence, however, is only on the surface. Berry-berry 

makes Clinton’s dream come true only ironically; he takes 

Clinton traveling, but they arrive at a whorehouse and 

Berry-berry is the proprietor.

Berry-berry shows Clinton some money, some expensive 

jewelry, and a revolver, exclaiming, "’See? This is my 

freedom’" (p. 185). His "freedom” allows him to keep moving 

to places where he is unknown, to keep living off of women. 
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and to kill. Its bottom-drawer location contrasts with the 

tree-top conception of freedom in Shirley’s dream, and the 

heights Echo enjoys while on an airplane ride. About the 

airplane ride Clinton writes.

You could tell the layout of everything and 
how neat it really is from far away. . . . 
Echo was in a very grave and solemn mood. . 
. . She screwed up her mouth real tight, like 
a person does who has just learned something 
very important that they don’t want to for
get. . . . She filled her eyes with it all 
and clamped them tight shut. (p. 126)

Echo’s freedom is not an escape from life, but the experi

ence of seeing life appreciatively and from the clearest 

perspective. Clinton now has this concept of freedom to 

contrast to Berry-berry’s.

While at the whorehouse, Clinton has the novel’s 

climactic "solution" dream:

. . . staring created in Clinton a sense 
of dreaming. All feeling of flesh-and- 
blood reality eluded him: Berry-berry 
was not there any more. He was an image 
he had dreamed up, a private fiction of 
his own making. Then Berry-berry, no 
longer real to him, lay back on the bed 
and closed his eyes. Clinton . . . went 
on looking at this projected image of 
his brother.

Suddenly he felt that he had to move, 
do something, speak, or he would himself 
cease to exist. . . . Clinton quietly 
lowered himself onto the bed and lay 
there next to him. . . . But still, al
most as if he, Clinton, were thirteen 
again, he had to reach over with his 
fingertips and touch his brother’s nose—
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to make sure he was really there, (pp.
188-89)

The moment when Clinton chooses not to "cease to exist" is 

the decisive moment in his struggle to emerge from his day

dream world. At this point, existence, or "Life," becomes 

something that resides not in Berry-berry, but in Clinton’s 

own actions. His brother provides no security. Clinton 

must face the fact that Berry-berry is not a loving person, 

and that only through loving relationships can one find his 

own "freedom."

Herlihy reinforces the importance of the "unreal" day

dream by mentioning that Clinton has a sleeping dream to 

the same effect. Herlihy notes that when Clinton woke from 

sleeping next to Berry-berry, "some dream that he could not 

even remember lingered heavily in him. He felt that while 

he slept, and as the earth had completed another turn, some 

mysterious event of the night had blighted his good for

tune" (pi 190). Clinton feels the disillusionment and 

anxiety for the future which accompany the abandonment of 

his fantasy.

Although it is Echo who "awakens" Clinton, it is 

Clinton in his new maturity who sets up the salvation of 

his family. Clinton asks his brother to visit his parents, 

just to "’give ’em something to talk about. For another 
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couple of years *11 (p. 192). From this request comes an end 

to everyone’s loneliness, at least for a summer. Everyone 

begins to act naturally: "Annabel, behaving like a real 
dream [my italics] . . . gave Berry-berry a perfectly natural 

peck on the cheek and started to make toast" (p. 19U) • 

Berry-berry moves in; Echo and Berry-berry fall in love; 

Clinton, jealous but stoic, gets a job. Clinton now feels 

safe from nightmares: "Just say that something terrible 

happened to me in the middle of the night. A nightmare or 

something. . . . Then all I’d have to do is holler, and all 

these people would get into their bathrobes and come flying 

in here to help me out. And if it was them that hollered, 
I’d do the same n (p. 20lj.). He knows he is loved now, and 

so he can now love others and take care of them.

At this point Clinton has a nightmare based on Shir

ley’s dream of innocence, love, and freedom. The nightmare 

is brought on by "thinking about how all that time I was at 

the White Tower frying hamburgers to save up money to go 

traveling with Berry-berry, he was running all over hell 

beating up these women so they wouldn’t get any fancy ideas 

about having babies, etc." (p. 201|.). Clinton is beginning 

to resent Berry-berry for not living up to the heroic day

dream:

So I went to sleep and had this crummy 
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dream about Shirley and her little brother, 
Willy. They were sitting in a candied- 
apple tree, way up on a high branch, singing 
songs, and fooling around and having a high 
time in general, like kids do--when all of 
a sudden a certain person came along and he 
started to climb up the tree. This is a 
really crummy dream. I don’t even know 
why I bother to write it down. Anyway, 
this stranger had a real wild look in his 
eye and you could tell he was the kind of 
a creep that absolutely despises all little 
kids. So Shirley got scared, and Willy 
started to cry. But this person climbed 
right on up anyway and started to shake 
this high branch for all he was worth. On 
purpose,too. I mean it wasn’t any accident. 
And then Willy fell out of the tree and got 
killed. The point is that this sinister 
person in the dream was quite a bit like— 
in some ways, only not really too much— 
I’d say he just reminded me of some people 
I’ve known casually in the past, but no
body in particular, (p. 20£)

Subconsciously, as shown in this sleeping dream, Clinton 

realizes that his former hero has a meanness in him which 

makes him hostile to innocence and love. Consciously, 

Clinton cannot face this ’’solution” yet. He takes a com

passionate view: “Maybe Berry-berry has got whores in his 

blood just like the way I always put everything down in 

this notebook’.1 (p. 206).

When Berry-berry gives up the whorehouse and opens a 

business, Clinton is happy. He has a brief desire to be 

“sliced right down the middle and have half of me sewed on 

to Echo and the other half sewed on to Berry-berry" (p.218) 
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but he does not indulge in this fantasy very long, preferring 

to work on his notebook rather than disturb the lovers. He 

gives up daydreaming of himself as Echo’s boyfriend: "So 

what kind of a person would I have to be to get sore just 

because Echo O’Brien, aged thirty-one, doesn’t happen to 

be passionately in love with me, aged sixteen? . . . a 

neurotic, for godsake!" (p. 213-ll|.). In, the atmosphere of 

love now in his home, Clinton is able to see daydreams for 

what they are and not feel driven by them.

Another set of Bernice’s predictions heralds the 

climax of All Fall Down, but only Clinton is aware of it.

He discovers nerve medicine in Echo’s purse; he studies her 

as she relates Bernice’s latest insights. She will not re

veal Bernice’s remarks about Berry-berry, even when Clinton 

asks her directly, because (he surmises) they are true, and 

they are bad.

He felt it: that in Echo’s gift of love was 
some unearthly purity that Berry-berry could 
never return. Then suddenly the sadness grew 
and extended itself beyond any connection 
with the persons in the room; and for a mo
ment Clinton knew that in this difference, 
the difference in the love offerings people 
make to one another, lay the reason for all 
the pain of the world. And immediately this 
knowledge was gone from him. It had been 
like the visit of some ghostly bird, a tru
ant from heaven: at the instant he had tried 
to catch hold of it, the creature was gone. 
Of its message, nothing remained but a vague 
sense of doom. (p. 22o-27)
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that Echo experienced on her airplane ride; it is a reali

zation of a truth of human nature ’’beyond any connection 

with the persons in the room.” The image echoes the novel’s 

earlier references to birds and ghosts, freedom and death, 

suggesting both attractiveness and danger. The ghostly bird 

brings Clinton the freedom of understanding, but it is pain

ful to understand that people are destined to hurt one a- 

nother.

Clinton wants ”to take Echo away and lock her up in 

some soft and luxurious place, a place protected by thick 

stone walls, and he would stand next to her, forever, like 

a sentry, guarding her” (p. 228). He has ceased thinking 

about himself and feeling helpless in the face of dreams; 

he now wants to provide the security of his old jail dream 

for the one he loves. He muses that "she might simply have 

suffered from the effects of a bad night, troublesome dreams 

of no significance whatever" (p. 229). However, the reader 

has learned by now that dreams in this novel are always 

significant. Echo’s anxieties are Herlihy’s warning of 

disaster.

The disaster is, of course, that Echo is pregnant, 

and that Berry-berry is going to reject her. When the in

evitable conversation takes place, Clinton is listening.
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and as Berry-berry forces Echo to confess, Clinton sees

as in a dream of war--thunderous bright 
red explosions and the aftermath, blood 
and pain and death—saw and heard all 
the colors and sounds these words would 
evoke: saw the officer’s wife in Norfolk, 
the Christmas madonna in Biloxi, numbers 
of wounded and bleeding women, saw these 
words as palpable things like buttons that 
had been pushed, releasing some terrible 
energy that no one could ever stop; it 
would go crashing blindly into the next 
moments, bruising, cutting, crushing what
ever lay in its path, and then go on, ca
reening into the hours that followed, the 
weeks and months,and perhaps into the years 
as well. (p. 237-38)

Clinton has fully entered into the suffering of another per

son, and the reality of it disengages him from any daydream 

images of himself: "He had imagined that he would take her 

in his arms, hold her close to him; and she would weep on 

his shoulder and empty her heart to him. But now . . . he 

could only walk down the path of her side, carrying her 

suitcases" (p. 21|.2).

After Echo drives her car off a cliff. Berry-berry 

does not think he’ll be able to make the funeral. Clinton’s 

eyes are drawn to the telephone directory and the image of 

Mercury on its cover. The god Mercury was considered by 

the ancients to be the messenger of Heaven; furthermore, 

it was "the duty of Hermes (Mercury) to conduct the outworn 
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p ghosts of mortals” into Hades, the after-world. Herlihy 

uses the image of Mercury to prefigure Clinton’s trip to 

find Berry-berry and kill him. The ancient imagery reson

ates with this novel’s symbolism of flying: Willy’s wings. 

Echo’s airplane, Clinton’s "ghostly bird." Clinton is the 

avenger of innocence, moved to "fly" by the perspective on 

life and love taught to him by Echo. In addition. Mer

cury’s wand is "possessed of magical powers over sleeping, 
waking, and dreaming."3 Clinton wants to do away with his 

old daydream, whose hero has betrayed him by forcing his 

loved one to suicide. And now, like Mercury, Clinton has 

that power. The experience of love has given Clinton power 

over his dreams.

Seeking Berry-berry in the now-rotting orchard, Clin

ton imagines he sees "the black earth eating the apples, 

silently sucking in the sweetness" (p. 253). He does not 

see trees, as in his earlier dreams, but the opposite of 

growth and height: sweetness sinking into the earth in a 

process of decay. He feels that innocence and love (asso

ciated with trees and flying in the novel’s dreams) have

p Charles Mills Gayley, The Classic Myths in English 
Literature and in Art, 2nd ed., rev. (New York: Blaisdell, 
ito); p. ---------

3 Gayley, p. 3U 
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been destroyed.

Clinton waits in Berry-berry’s dark, empty room with 

the '^freedom” revolver in his lap. He recalls his entire 

dream of the stranger shaking Shirley’s and Willy’s tree, 

and then his notebook paragraph about Echo after the air

plane ride, and he keeps hearing the sentence ”1 mean it 

wasn’t any accident” (p. 255)* Suddenly he concludes, ”No 

accident, because there was this stranger in the apple tree 

that despised all little kids. You don’t even have to say 

his last name. Just say Berry-berry” (p. 255-5^)• Clinton 

finally faces the fact that there is evil in his brother, 

in whom he has believed for so long.

After Berry-berry has returned with the prostitute he 

calls “Annabel,” and after she has fought off his cruelty 

and left, he breaks down crying. Clinton shudders “like a 

death rattle” (p. 258) and is transported into a dream.

He felt himself transported to some high 
place, far above the house. This high 
place was not even a cloud, as one might 
travel to in imagination or in a dream. 
Nor was it any place at all: It was 
simply distance, suspension, a view: 
and it was terrifying to be there.

Far below, on the ground, in the midst 
of an orchard so large that it extended 
all the way to the sides of the earth, 
sat Berry-berry’s tiny and fragile house. 
In the surrounding trees of this vast 
orchard, perched high on all the naked 
limbs, were tens of thousands of people, 
all children, and all singing. --All of 
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the people he knew or had ever known 
were In these branches, and he recog
nized them, even Annabel and Ralph, but 
now they were child-people. Each person, 
of these tens of thousands, sang his in
dividual song, each one separate, differ
ent; and it was impossible to make out 
the words or melodies. Heard from so 
great a height, all of them together made 
one sound that was like the wind. But 
then the wind itself came along, and it 
made no sound at all. It crept in from 
all sides, invisible and silent. Clinton 
knew there was no way to warn anyone of 
the approach of a menace that could neither 
be seen nor heard; therefore he had no 
choice but to witness whatever might take 
place. So the wind blew, and it blew with 
such force that all the branches of all the 
trees, even the highest ones, began to shake 
so violently that all of the tiny singers 
were blown away. The branches were bare 
and silent again and there were no children 
left in the world.

In the little house, on the top floor, 
Clinton saw two young men. One of them lay 
on the bed, fast asleep. The other, seated 
in a chair, a revolver in his lap, was cry
ing. (p. 258-59)

This ’’solution” dream launches the protagonist of

All Fall Down into a new perspective on life. It is Shir

ley’s dream of innocence and Clinton’s "crummy dream" about 

the tree-shaker, but magnified "all the way to the sides of 

the earth." All the good in human nature is assembled in 

the treetops of the dream; then evil intrudes, "a menace 

that could neither be seen nor heard," and destroys all 

innocence. Clinton no longer blames Berry-berry; even

Berry-berry’s "tiny and fragile house" must be vulnerable 
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to this evil. He has seen Berry-berry as an innocent in 

the orchard weeks before; he has heard him cry minutes ago.

The evil in Berry-berry is dwarfed by the magnitude of evil 

itself, which affects everyone. And Clinton, waiting to 

bring death to his brother, is also a minute figure in the 

dream. He is now part of the evil, just as he has been 

part of the innocence.

When Clinton comes back ’’into himself’ from this dream, 

he relives every detail of Echo’s tragedy, and he cries.

He cries tears that came from the deepest 
parts of him. . . . Every image that hovered 
there, even for an instant—not only of Echo, 
Annabel, Shirley, Bernice, Berry-berry, Ralph, 
of the invisible little Willy—but of any 
face he could remember from casual encounters 
on streetcars, in drugstores, in crowds, even 
those of dream-people from other ages, other 
countries—each of them brought forth a new 
torrent of these profound waters of his 
sorrow. . . . The pain became physical as he 
cried for all the dead children, transmuted, 
newly become adults, who had flown from the 
invisible stranger who shook all the high 
branches of all the apple trees in all the 
orchards of the world.

Now this return to physical pain, this 
sense of weariness, emptiness, weakness of 
body, came to him like a sweet breeze to a 
soul in Purgatory: the gates swayed gently 
open and he drifted easily into sleep. It 
was like freedom, (p. 260)

Clinton’s dream has been a confession. He has realized the 

evil in himself, and he expresses profound sorrow. He cries 

for himself and for all those "newly become adults" who have 
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dom. It is not the freedom of escape, like Berry-berry’s, 

but the freedom of understanding one’s own nature by living 

through the pain it causes. In his dream Clinton becomes 

his own ’‘ghostly bird,” pictured as a soul entering Heaven.

In contrast to Berry-berry’s birdcage, broken by force, the 

gates confining Clinton ’’sway gently open” in the face of 

his contrition.

Berry-berry awakes to see Clinton asleep with the gun 

and to have his own moment of truth, but Berry-berry is not 

absolved by his vision; he is condemned to an earthly Hell.

In his imagination, he saw himself touch, 
with his hand, gently, the incredible living 
flesh of his brother’s leg; and as he did 
so, he knew instantly, and in a way that he 
had never known before, that there is life 
in other people than himself, blood and 
spirit, vulnerability, a heart-beat, a pulse; 
and he experienced as well, at that instant, 
in that imagined contact with the living
ness of another being, a wave of tenderness 
so profound that he yearned for its con
tinuance. It seemed that all that he had 
sought to find with his fists and his tongue 
and his sex had been yielded to him in a 
moment, with no effort at all. . . . Clinton 
had come here to do violence to him, but 
he had brought instead a knowledge of love. 
. . . He would be condemned to go along 
always, all through his life, carrying with 
him the intolerable memory of what he had 
surrendered: the power to know and respect 
and love the living truth of another, 
(p. 262)

Clinton wakes to see Berry-berry as an effigy of his former 
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self: “eyes like windows in which one saw rooms that were 

unfurnished, unpeopled; these eyes did not even have Berry

berry in them any more” (p. 26I4.). Clinton’s daydreams had 

invested Berry-berry with heroic qualities that he had never 

possessed; Clinton now sees the man as he is. Now it is 

Berry-berry who has a heroic view of Clinton: ’’Clinton had 

become, for Berry-berry, a mysterious giant possessed of 

powers that he himself had little hope of attaining” (p. 

263). As book reviewer John Moran has pointed out, the 

revelation of Berry-berry’s tragic flaw by the death of 

Echo "reverses the moral relationship between the two broth

ers and frees Clinton from the dual domination of his family 
and his imagination.”^

Herlihy ends All Fall Down with a dream in which Clin

ton is a mature (and married) person who has resolved his 

conflicts.

The point was, this girl was having 
a nightmare. Not me, but her. And she 
hollered and sort of half woke up. Then 
I dreamt that I moved over to her side of 
the bed and turned on the light and held 
her in my arms.

I said, "Wake up, honey, I’m here.
Me, Clint." I shook her in a very firm 
way and then she woke up completely and 
hugged me and all. She started to tell 
about this nightmare she was having. 
What it was, it was my old Willy nightmare 
about this creep coming along shaking all 
the kids out of the apple tree. So I ex
plained to her about how it isn’t any

John F. Moran, Review of All Fall Down, Library Jour
nal, 85 (June 15, I960), 2^55.
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real person that shakes the branches, it’s 
only the wind that does those things. And I 
just kept on holding her and telling her 
everything was okay because of me being right 
there with her all the time, right next to 
her. (p. 271)

Clinton concludes that "the kind of a person I believe I am 

now, is the kind that when somebody else has a nightmare, 

then I wake them up and take care of them" (p. 2?2). He 

has suffered through the loss of innocence, and he now has 

the strength to protect another soul from that suffering. 

Having experienced love, he can now give it; he feels con

fident that he can "save" another person by "being right 

there with her all the time." Meanwhile, he is no longer 

worried about being lonely himself; he wonders who his wife 

will be, but not whether or not she will exist. At the end 

of All Fall Down Clinton communicates freely and lovingly 

with his parents and writes his notebook in the same room 

where Ralph does his puzzles and Annabel her housework. 

The experience of love, brought by Echo O’Brien, has made 

the family secure, even in the face of tragedy. It has 

turned them away from their daydreams and towards each other.

All Fall Down begins with domination by daydreams and 

ends with the freedom of self-acceptance, as shown in this 

chapter. The dreams early in the book present the charac

ters’ problems, while the later dreams show gradual reali
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are the truest measures of Clinton’s growth toward ’’freedom” 

and maturity. First, his dream of a ’’nice” jail shows his 

need for basic security; second, his vague dream at the 

whorehouse that his ’’good fortune has been blighted” shows 

his new doubts that Berry-berry is the way to Life; third, 

his ”crummy” dream of the anonymous tree-shaker shows Clin

ton’s growing awareness of evil but his unwillingness to 

identify it in Berry-berry; fourth, his dream of telling a 

wife that the tree-shaker is ’’only the wind” shows his 

acceptance of evil as part of nature and his new ability 

to help others conquer fear and experience love.

Complementing the sleeping dreams in revealing Her- 

lihy’s theme are daydreams which illustrates Clinton’s half- 

conscious realizations. In this category are, one, the 

dream of the Florida town as a Christmas tree, which marks 

the beginning of Clinton’s disillusionment with his hero; 

two, Clinton’s vision of Berry-berry as unreal, which marks 

the crisis in his belief in his hero; three, the trancelike 

view of Berry-berry as an empty-eyed effigy, which confirms 

that the hero has fallen; and finally, Clinton’s vision 

’’from some high place” of the evil wind shaking all the 

innocents from the treetops, which represents Clinton’s 

full realization that evil is basic to life.



Dreams are so frequent in All Fall Down, and so signi

ficant to characterization, theme, and even plot, that they 

must be considered one of Herlihy's major tools in writing 

this novel. Clearly central to characterization, dreams 

also record the emotional imprints of events upon the char

acters, and these imprints heavily influence the characters’ 

actions to subsequent incidents. At the same time, dreams 

function thematically in this novel by impressing upon the 

reader the relief with which the mature protagonist dis

cards his illusions. In later works, Herlihy continues to 

coordinate the symbolism in characters’ dreams as he did in 

All Fall Down, and he also continues to use recurring dreams 

as particularly significant measures of the protagonist’s 

maturation.



III. THE DREAM MOTIF IN MIDNIGHT COWBOY

Midnight Cowboy (1965)# Herlihy’s second novel, is 

the story of a twenty-five-year-old orphan from Albuquerque 

who dreams himself toward New York and a new identity. Like 

Clinton Williams in All Fall Down, Joe Buck is plagued by 

loneliness. The recurring ’’golden rope” dream shows Joe 

excluded from a circle representing all humanity. A group 

of ’’family" dreams also shows Joe’s longing for security: 

he constantly daydreams of mother images, womb images, and 

families. Throughout his dreams, voicelessness and indis

tinct speech symbolize the inability to communicate. Even

tually Joe becomes involved in a friend’s dream of going to 

Florida, and his communication with this friend brings his 

loneliness to an end. As the novel finishes, the "golden 

rope" dream and the "family" dream become "solution" dreams 

as Joe finally pictures himself belonging, loving, and 

communicating.

Like Clinton, Joe matures as the novel progresses; he 

learns to step out of himself to love others. Unlike Clin

ton, however, Joe is not at all analytical about his dreams. 

He moves through them unaware; though most of them are day
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dreams, they seem to rise directly from his subconscious.

In this novel, Herlihy leaves all probing for the meaning 

of dreams to the reader.

Joe Buck’s '‘problem” dreams reflect the insecurity of 

his youth; the mother images in them are based on Sally 

Buck, the blonde grandmother who raised him. Joe’s real 

mother was one of three blondes he remembers who entertained 

soldiers and other men; he thinks his mother must have been 

the one who sang songs.When he reached the age of seven, 

the blondes sent him to Sally Buck in Albuquerque. Joe’s 

grandmother fed and clothed him, but the television was his 

companion and teacher:

He got up at noon, combed his hair a lot, 
smoked cigarettes, ate peanut butter and 
sardines, and watched thousands of miles 
of film unroll on the television set in 
Sally Buck’s living room. He kept that 
TV going from noon till long past midnight. 
Away from it for any length of time he 
actually became confused and disoriented. 
He urgently required the images it gave out, 
and especially the sound it made. His own 
life made very little noise of its own, and 
he found that in silence there was something 
downright perilous: It had enemies in it 
that only sound could drive out.

Then, too, the TV had lots of blonde 
women . . . (p. 26-2?)

James Leo Herlihy, Midnight Cowboy (New York: Simon 
and Schuster, 1965), p» 22. Subsequent references will 
appear in the text.



In the absence of human communication, young Joe relies on 
a machine for artificial talk; he can only listen. Although 

Joe has several sexual experiences in his youth, he has few 

verbal ones.

When Sally Buck dies, Joe can express his grief only 

by rolling under a truck and clasping his arms around him

self, fetus-like. , He is terrified, but totally inarticulate. 

He begins spending his days in a hotel, sleeping and dreaming.

Awake or sleeping, he pined for Sally Buck, 
sometimes calling out for her. Once he was 
certain she came into his room while he 
slept and sat on the edge of his bed. . . . 
He said, •Sally, what am I going to do?’ 
But she gave no sign of having heard him. 
And then she said something, but it was 
unclear. She had said either ’I’ll get 
my house back’ or ’I can’t ride horseback.’ 
Whichever it was, it was no help at all to 
Joe. But he was glad she’d shown herself 
to him once again, (p. I4I4.-I4.5)

Joe is very lonely without Sally, who was his only friend.

Therefore he is grateful when his subconscious arranges a 

visit with her ghost, even though the ghost does not hear

his questions and talks only about herself. Sally’s garbled 

statement is symbolic of the total lack of effective verbal 

communication in Joe’s life with her, and the dream as a 

whole demonstrates Joe’s desperate desire for any contact 

with the rest of humanity.

Joe’s second dream after Sally’s death emphasizes his 
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desire for human contact. It shows that subconsciously he 

realizes he is completely alone in the world.

One night he dreamed a dream that would 
become recurrent, a dream of an endless 
chain of people marching across the side 
of the world. From his vantage point in 
some chill and dark and silent corner he 
could see them coming up from over the 
eastern horizon, all joined at the belly- 
button by a golden rope of light and walk
ing to a rousing march beat, and he could 
see them moving along until they had gone 
out of sight behind the western horizon. 
There were people of all kinds. . . .
There seemed to be every kind of person 
but his own. He made many attempts to 
join them, running up close to the marching 
stream of golden people, hoping to discover 
an opening big enough to slip into; but 
just as he would find one there would be 
a rapid closing of ranks, the chain would 
become tight and exclusive and impossible 
to break into, and the dreamer was forced 
to remain always on his chill and dark and 
silent edge. (p. I4.5)

In this "golden rope" dream Joe sees his situation in cosmic 

terms; the chain of people is "endless" and rises and sets 

like the sun. The people take the warmth with them, leaving 
Joe in the "chill and dark." They are joined at the navel 

because belonging is a human birthright only Joe seems to 

lack. The rope is a reference to the cowboys Sally Buck 

used to date, especially one named Woodsy Niles, who was 

kind to Joe and sang beautiful western songs. Joe associates 

singing with loving people; in Herlihy's symbolism, singing 

thus ranks above talking as desirable communication. His 
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characters who can sing are happiest; they are not lonely. 

The ’’rousing inarch beat” and the ’’closing of ranks,” mean

while, recall Joe’s experience in the Army. The Army was 

the first group to accept Joe, but like the teenagers at 

school, it soon rejected him. The dreamer’s "silent corner” 

is silent because Joe lacks the ability to communicate with 

others, and it is this lack which cuts him off from society. 

The television set has not taught him to make contact with 

people through conversation.

Herlihy notes the significance of the first "golden 

rope” dream by declaring, ’’After this dream, Joe could no 

longer remain in that hotel room” (p. L|.5)« Although Joe 

does not attempt to think about his dreams, he reacts to the 

emotions in them; here he feels compelled to go out into the 

Albuquerque streets simply to avoid being alone. This in

cident is an example of Herlihy’s use of dreams to advance 

his plot.

After Joe moves to Houston, he suffers daydreams of 

immobility. He envisions "a future for himself sitting on 

the edges of hotel-room beds trying to get his thoughts 
straight” (p. 1^7). His room is very quiet, and Herlihy ex

plains that "this silence, combined with his mood of uncer

tainty, put him under a kind of spell. . . . Later these 

hours would remind him of a period in his childhood when 
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the TV set had been out of order. Time had . . . surrounded 

him like a solid mass through which movement was not only 

impossible but inconceivable. And now . . . a chill entered 

him that had nothing to do with temperature or weather; it 

had more the quality of death about it11 (p. IV?). Television 

and the existence of Sally Buck have allowed Joe to survive 

up to this time, but now he is caught up in visions of si

lence, darkness, coldness, and immobility. Because of them, 

he is attracted to the artificial warmth of Houston’s “Sun

shine Cafe.”

At the Sunshine Cafe, Joe fantasizes that his new 

“friend" Perry will help him learn to control his own life. 

To Joe, Perry seems the "keeper of some remarkable secret" 

(p« 53)• Someday Joe "would walk with Perry into the myster

ies that lay beyond the revolving door of this cafeteria, 

and from then on Joe’s own way of occupying the dark would 

change" (pp. 53-5^)• But Perry is a brutal character who 

earns his money by obliging a masochist named Marvin; he 

brings Joe no genuine communication.

Remaining silent himself. Perry uses marijuana to 

extract from Joe a confession of his most personal fanta

sies. Under pressure, Joe reveals his vision of the future: 

"’I’ll keep worshing them dishes . . . and then I’ll . . . 

die’" (pp. 67-68). Suddenly he has a fantasy of "some shad
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owy creature*1 digging a grave next to Sally Buck’s, and in 

the open coffin by it is his own beautiful young body. "’Is 

that all I get?’" he thinks with dismay. "’Just a coffin 

for all my being young, a coffin for all my juice, and all 

my good looks?’" (p. 68). This vision is Joe’s sudden 

realization of mortality.

Perry demands to know what Joe most wants; Joe thinks 

"’I’ll tell him. . . . I want me a blonde lady to fuck, and 

have her take care of me all my life, a blonde lady . . . 
[to] be home a lot and bring me stuff to eat in front of 

the TV . . . with her voice milky as her tits’" (pp. 69-70). 

Joe is crying for the mother he never had, not for Sally 

Buck but for someone who would nourish him with love and 

conversation as well as food. He imagines her asking him 

to sing western songs (like Woodsy Niles) after they have 

made love. This fantasy shows Joe’s elemental desire for 

mothering, loving, and communication.

Perry takes Joe to a house of prostitution run by a 

warped pair of people whom Joe nevertheless envies because 

they are related to each other. The madam, Juanita, con

stantly harps at her half-breed, homosexual son. Tombaby 

Barefoot. Juanita is a withered bag with eyes that are 
"pale blue, rimmed with feverish red and sleepless black. . 

. . Rapacious, incessantly active, they seemed . . . to 
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belong . . . to some great nightmare foe" (p. 78)• Looking 

at her, Joe daydreams of "a cage with a creature half lady 

half tiger padding back and forth in it, starved” (p. 79). 

The cage image recalls Berry-berry’s birdcage and Clinton’s 

first jail dream in All Fall Down, all three being symbolic 

of stifling family situations. As for Tombaby, whose name 

suggests a "tarbaby” stuck in a bad situation, Joe envisions 

him riding away on Juanita’s stuffed giraffe "clear out of 

Texas, . . , but then the giraffe grew weak under its burden 

and there was a dreadful collapse" (p. 79). Joe would like 

to see Tombaby escape his witchy, dominating mother. How

ever, the son’s steed in the dream is a voiceless, lifeless 

animal which belongs to the mother, so of course the escape 

cannot succeed. The dream symbolizes the sterile, animal

istic upbringing which traps Tombaby; Juanita says her son 
has left her many times but always returns (p. 82-83). She 

herself is deaf, and this fact, along with the choice of a 

giraffe for the dream, shows Herlihy’s emphasis on the lack 

of communication in the household. Herlihy also has Tom
baby play the record "Someone’s Rockin’ My Dreamboat" as a 

final symbolic touch; Joe’s dream of a sweet mother is shaken 

by meeting Juanita. Joe really wants "something soft and 

fat and gentle," womb-like, "full of rounding sweet places 

to hide in” (p. 79). Nevertheless, Joe Buck is so desperate 
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for a family that he can see the advantages even of Juanita’s: 

"Still he would have moved into it with these persons on a 

second’s notice. For they were not one, alone in the place, 

but two, sharing the horrors of it and of one another; and 

he saw . . . some kind of priceless safety in their con

nection with one another" (p. 81|.-85).

Joe is betrayed by Perry, who turns out to be a voyeur, 

and Juanita, who knocks Joe groggy so that Tombaby can rape 

him. Thus Perry is revealed as someone who knows nothing 

of real love, and Herlihy underscores the warped nature 

of Juanita’s motherhood.

In the dream-state of half consciousness, Joe feels 

that the room has become a hole, like a well, and his head 

is on the bottom while his body and the other people are 

at the top. He imagines that someone is trying "to release 

him from the anguish and the darkness . . . drawing Joe 

slowly upward, upward, upward, using his sex as a handle. . 

. . And then, just as it became clear what exactly was being 

enacted upon him, something broke deep inside of him. . . . 

He had not won anything, and there was no longer anything 

up at the top of the hole and he was still way down in the 

bottom of it where *Perry pushed me,’ he said in his own 

mind. ’My friend. Perry, he shove me down a hole’" (p. 90). 
Joe realizes through this experience and its dream that he 
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has been betrayed by the “friend” he has allowed to direct 

his life. He does not realize that he has been “enacting” 

suffering upon himself by seeing himself only as a sexual 

creature. His only involvement with people has been sexual, 

and they have taken advantage of him every time. Joe has 

understood Perry’s betrayal of him, but he does not yet 

realize that his sex is not the "handle” to freedom from 

the "darkness" of loneliness. Herlihy will keep Joe "at 

the bottom of the well" until Joe can relate to people in 

some other way.

Furious at Perry and the world, Joe Buck sets out to 

recreate himself in the "dream image" of a sexy cowboy, 

powerful and confident. "There is an Indian legend," Herli

hy writes, "that at a certain time in the life of a young 

man he is given a dream in which he sees a mask, and when 

he awakens he must set to work carving a real mask in that 

dream image. This is the mask he must wear into battle in 

order to be victorious. It was as if Joe Buck had had such 

a dream and his life was given over to the carving of the 

mask" (p. 96).

Three memories from the streets of Houston go into 

Joe’s cowboy dream image, "three pictures that had somehow 

fallen through to a level in him deeper than the surface, 

and. . . showed themselves to him over and over again" 
(p. 96-97) 
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The first of these images is a giant picture of a "snarling" 

cowboy from a movie marquee; his big gun is pointed at Joe 

(p. 97). The second image is that of a woman in a fancy 

car asking a tall Westerner for help in "starting her motor" 

(p. 97). The third image is a picture poster of Jesus Christ 

defaced with the words "FUCK THEE” (p. 97). These images 

stick in Joe’s mind because he is feeling vengeful, sexy. 

Western, and unChristian.

Now Joe has daydreams of himself acting in his new 

role. He decides to go to New York City where Juanita says 

women will pay well to sleep with someone like him. He 

visualizes himself overpowering his boss at the Sunshine 

Cafe and helping himself to some bonus pay:

Customers stop eating and look up. Joe 
takes the pink man by the ear and leads 
him . . . into the scullery. . . . Joe 
takes his time lighting a cigarette, 
lifts a brilliantly booted foot and rests 
it on a dish crate. Then, exhaling a 
puff of smoke, he says . . . ’What I have 
been wondering is whether or not that dish
washing machine would fit up your ass. 
Now bend over.’ . . . He stuffs a great 
wad of money into his jockstrap and walks 
out of the place, all eyes upon him . . . . 
(p. 17)

In reality Joe leaves Albuquerque without his last day’s 

pay, because "he has no stomach for an interview with the 

pink man" (p. 19). Still, he is cheered by the idea of 

going to New York. "’The men back there,’" he explains to 
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a fellow dishwasher, ’’’is just faggots mostly, and so the 

women got to buy what they want’11 (p. 19). He imagines 

himself a complete success as a hustler:

Rich ladies looking out their windows 
swooned to see a cowboy there. A butler 
tapped him on the shoulder, an elevator 
whirred him up to a penthouse, a golden 
door opened to admit him to a large 
apartment carpeted from wall to wall with 
soft brown fur. Madame was wearing scan
ties covered by a sheer black negligee. 
At sight of Joe Buck, breathing became a 
labor: She was overwhelmed. Quivering 
with desire, she threw herself at once 
onto the soft floor. . . . He took her 
immediately. The butler handed him a 
check, signed in a florid hand, on which 
the amount had been left for him to fill 
in as he chose, (p. 20)

These two daydreams of Joe in his "ideal” cowboy role 

are, ironically, "problem" dreams. They reveal the total 

unreality of Joe’s hopes and the shallow selfishness of his 

values. Joe’s imagination focuses on his sexuality to the 

exclusion of all other human attributes except, perhaps, 

greed. These daydreams reveal Joe’s problems of narrowness, 

immaturity, and insecurity. He envisions himself in roles 

of power because he feels so powerless; his imagination 

seizes on his only possible source of influence, his sexu

ality. He disregards the many obstacles to his success, 

which could be foreseen by a realist, because he needs his 

daydreams in order to function. He cannot face reality.
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as shown clearly in these impossible dreams.

As Joe speeds east in a Greyhound bus, he sleeps "the 

deep black sleep of a creature who has not yet been born. . 

. . Sometimes his eyes were open, but even at such inter

vals he dreamed himself into whatever landscape he was pass

ing through" (p. 102). This description of a fetus and the 

earlier reference to the primitive dream-mask reinforce the 

characterization of Joe as a person who is moved by his 

dreams without understanding them. Joe is like Clinton 

Williams before Clint met Echo O’Brien, living in dreams. 

Clinton spent much time "just lying there staring at various 

objects" (All Fall Down, p. 126), but at least he had his 

notebook to communicate with. Joe Buck identifies completely 

with the objects he has brought from Houston; he has a crisis 

after he has put them away in his New York hotel room. "For 

one crazy moment he found himself unable to believe that 

his personal belongings were still there, even though he 

himself had just placed them there. For that brief moment 

he was convinced that when something was out of sigjht it 

lost its existence altogether. He hurried across the room 

and looked into the mirror. It was a relief to find that 

he himself was still there" (p. 104)• There is nothing be

tween Joe’s externals—his body and his possessions and his 

subconscious dreams. He is a creature with no personality.
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Herlihy reiterates the fetal nature of Joe’s existence 

with this description of Joe’s feelings about his cowhide 

suitcase:

He tried to think why he cared about it 
so. In his mind he opened it and looked 
inside and though he found nothing there 
but darkness, this was the very thing that 
gave it its inestimable value, some special 
quality of darkness, sweet and warm and elu
sive. Most of all, perhaps, the suitcase 
was somehow a place to be: he kept slip
ping inside of it, in his mind, and pulling 
the lid down over himself, (p. 11|.6)

Without his daydreams of sexual power, Joe would probably 

retreat from reality physically as well as mentally.

Joe exerts himself only sexually; it is the only way 

he has ever been recognized as a success since his high 

school’s nymphomaniac pronounced him ’’the best.” Once 

settled in the New York hotel, Joe goes in search of his 

fantasy of sex-starved rich ladies, and for one afternoon 

he thinks he has succeeded. He is invited up to a pent

house apartment by a loud, overweight woman dressed in 

rhinestones and carrying a toy poodle. As he has inter

course with her on the terrace, "it was as if he himself 

were one person and the one he dreamed of being were another, 

and these two had been traveling separate paths until here 

and now, on this terrace and on this night, the two were 

merged" (pp. 115-16). Joe’s fantasies do not ever reflect 

reality, however; the rhinestone lady exploits him, both 
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sexually and financially, and then asks him to leave.

After the experience with the rhinestone lady, Joe has 

repeated daydreams of Juanita Barefoot. "She squatted there 

gesturing at him like a devil chairing a meeting in hell. 

He could see her mouth going, could hear even the sound of 

her voice, but the words themselves were indistinct." (p. 

121). The hag represents what the world provides for Joe 

in place of a "sweet and warm" mother; the reference to 

hell is one of many used to describe Joe’s life in the next 

Greeks. For example, when he meets a crippled young pick

pocket in a bar and thinks he has found a true friend, his 

mind flashes an image of the hellish Juanita yawning at his 

naivete (p. 128).

Enrico Rizzo, "Ratso" to those whose pockets he has 

picked, pretends to be setting Joe up with a high-class 

pimp; instead he sends Joe to Mr. 0’Daniel, a poverty-stricken 

religious fanatic. Joe’s first, romantic image of/)’Daniel 

is that of a father figure, a shipwrecked sea captain con

cerned for his lost children (p. 13^-35). When O’Daniel 

starts shouting, "’They’s no Beatitude for the lonesome . . 

. . Lonesomeness is something you takel’" (p. 137)> Joe 

visualizes the shipwrecked children all drowned. But when 

O’Daniel calls on Joe to get down on his knees, Joe finally 

realizes the man’s perversion and runs. The father's role
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in Joe’s "family" dreaming is twisted by 0’Daniel, just as 

the mother’s role has been made grotesque by Juanita Bare

foot.

Joe’s first violent daydream is a fantasy of revenge 

against Ratso for the O’Daniel incident:

A grotesque little form wheels around 
the corner and slips into the doorway 
of a cigar store. Joe runs across the 
street and traps him there. Rizzo has 
no contrition whatever; instead he sneers 
at the man he has bilked. Joe takes out 
a knife and holds it up to Rizzo’s throat, 
intending to perform a neat, fatal slitting 
operation. But even in fantasy he cannot 
get the knife to penetrate the boy’s skin. 
He drops the knife and chokes Rizzo to 
death with his bare hands. The murder 
draws a crowd, the police come and—

At this point the fantasy ended: 
Joe saw a photograph of himself on the 
front page of a newspaper, (p. lip.)

The newspaper picture is of a mass murderer "who had done 

in eleven members of his own family with a shotgun in a 

falling-out over a harmonica" (p. ll|.l). Joe sees himself 

as the mass murderer because he has felt overwhelming anger 

for the first time in his life and it scares him. Rizzo, 

however, is the only person who has been kind to Joe in New 

York; Rizzo is the closest thing to "his own family" that 

Joe has. Therefore Joe is horrified at his own desire for 

revenge over a simple trick, just as anyone would be horri

fied at a mass murder caused by an argument about a har
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monica. In the dream, Joe cannot draw blood with a knife; 

he fears the unfamiliar violence of his own anger enough 

to repress it even in a dream. He can choke Ratso with 

his hands, however, because his body is a familiar, and 

therefore legitimate, source of power. In general, the 

revenge dream shows an involvement that contrasts with Joe’s 

earlier total passivity; in this sense it is the first "so

lution ” dream in the novel.

After having the murder fantasy, Joe looks in mirrors 

and studies his face "as if he had just now met himself for 

the first time . . . . That night he feel asleep with all 

the lights on" (p. 11^2). Like Clinton Williams, Joe Buck 

must face the evil in human nature and in himself in order 

to mature. And like Clinton, Joe fears facing this evil 

and resists it by retreating into sleep and imitations:

In bed at night he dreamed of every peril 
imaginable: He was a passenger in cars 
gone berserk, an object of monstrous pur
suits, a dweller in high, dangerous places, 
an exhausted swimmer in endless oceans. 
But in his waking hours he went about in 
this numb state, insulated from his own 
situation by layers and layers of unre
lated thoughts and fantasies and tiny pre
occupations. (p. llj.2).

Joe’s fear of facing reality appears in both his day and 

night dreams. He takes refuge in listening to hours of 

radio talk shows, his substitute for conversation with 

friends.
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When Joe’s suitcase is confiscated by the hotel for 

nonpayment of his bill, he turns to homosexual prostitution 

to earn the money to get the suitcase back. Joe’s day

dreams show more and more depression. Looking at the silver 

stars one night, he comes upon a reality concerning the 

three silverhaired women of his childhood: ’’Were they just 

a houseful of whores, is that what they were?” (p. 1U9). 

This daydream is a ’’solution" dream in that reality is be

ginning to intrude on Joe’s consciousness, and that is what 

he needs.

Joe’s reaction to the reality of the ’’silver” dream, 

however, is simply more daydreaming. Sitting on the open 

tailgate of a big truck near the waterfront, Joe "lost his 

sense of things as they are" (p. 149)•

The truck wasn’t quite real, it could 
have been any remote midnight place, a cave 
on the dark side of an unheard-of satellite, 
and he, lying in it, was nameless and not a 
person at all, just some elemental being with 
no actual kinship to anything.

The yellow globe out there in space seemed 
to be the earth, so that the scene as he saw 
it now was like the one in which his old 
dream took place, the dream of all the people 
marching in a ring around the world.

But it was different in one respect; There 
were no people to be seen anywhere at all. 
(p. 150)

Like the dreams of "every peril imaginable," the truck dream 

shows Joe as a passive, victimized creature. Here Joe is 
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“an elemental being," of a lower order than a fetus be

cause "not a person at all," not even potentially. More

over, the dream evolves into a version of Joe’s earlier 

"golden rope" dream. It is still cosmic, now referring to 

"the dark side of an unheard-of-satellite" and "the yellow 

globe out there in space." But now Joe’s place is not on 

the dark edge of a group but in a separate darkness, and he 

no longer sees any group at all. The homosexuals he con

sorts with are isolates like himself; New York City seems 

to be a place where no one has any connection with anyone 

else.

At thia time Joe sees Mr. 0’Daniel preaching on a 

street corner; Joe visualizes O’Daniel now as "a lost per

son trying to make his whereabouts known to someone far, far 
away" (p. 15l|.). O’Daniel and Joe share loneliness, but can

not make contact. Howdver, this vision of 0’Daniel as a 

lost person shows that Joe is able to view the older man 

sympathetically now. Joe is beginning to understand the 

effects of loneliness, and to be able to look beyond his own.

Joe’s fortunes suddenly change when he runs into "Rat- 

so" Rizzo again. The crippled pickpocket is lonely, too, 

but he grew up in a large family with some measure of love 

and attention (p. 166-67)» and so he knows how to make con

tact with other people through conversation. He needs Joe, 
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and Joe enjoys being needed. By moving in with Hatso, Joe 

becomes involved in Ratso’s grand daydream of going to 

Florida.

His best subject was Florida, and though 
he had never been there, he spoke more 
positively and with greater authority on 
this topic than on any other. . . . Sun
shine and coconut milk were in such abun
dance that the only problem was in coping 
with their excess. . . . Each Florida town 
had to commission great fleets of giant 
trucks to gather them up just so traffic 
could get through. . . . Enormous finned 
creatures would jump into their arms pre
cooked. ... On sun-warmed sand or softly 
padded benches, protected from rain and 
wind, one slept the sleep of Eden, 
(pp. 168-69)

With this dream of an earthly paradise Ratso teases him

self into surviving each week on the street. Speaking of 

the "X-flat," he comments, "’It's got no heat, but by the 

time cold weather comes. I'll be in Florida. So what do I 

care, right?'" (p. 158). In contrast to Joe's dream of be

coming a high-priced "stud," Ratso's dream involves no ex

ploitation of other people. By sharing the Florida dream, 

Joe begins to share in a more positive attitude toward 

life. On the other hand, the Florida dream is a daydream, 

just as unlikely to come true as Joe's "stud" dream. Both 

provide mental escape which makes the physical reality of 

life tolerable.

In spite of his new companionship, Joe is restless; his 
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lonely years ’’still existed somewhere, shadowing even the 

present like some creature of nightmares, black and ruth

less and many-armed, ready to snatch him back into more and 

more and more solitude” (p. 171-72). He has a daydream of 

New York as a jail: ”It was as if Manhattan were his cell 

and the cell was shrinking at a nightmare rate, and he was 

doomed to pace back and forth in it in ever smaller steps 

until finally it would press in upon him altogether" (p. 

172). Here is another "cage" dream, representing Joe’s dis

satisfaction with his’Tamily" of Ratso and the homosexuals. 

He sees himself as he once saw Juanita, trapped. Unlike 

Clinton’s "jail" dream of security, Joe’s "jail” dream is 

fearful. His "womb"-suitcase dream has changed to the 

truck dream, where he was "not a person;” and now Manhattan 

has become a "cell;” Herlihy is showing through dreams how 

Joe is maturing. Joe is more and more conscious of his 

limited existence and its lack of freedom. His personality 

is getting ready to emerge; it is restless, "pacing."

Joe will find himself as Clinton did, by being cared 

for and thus learning to take care of another person. As 

Clinton loved Echo, Joe cares for Ratso, the cripple who 

befriended him. However, Joe is unaware of his own feel

ings at this point. He is also unaware that Ratso is wast

ing away from malnutrition and a chest infection. Looking 
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at Rat so one day, Joe sees between them 11 some vague, awful 

thing . . . like a skeleton dancing on threads, something 

grim and secret that filled Joe with terror, making him 
feel locked out and alone and in peril11 (p. 181). Ratso’s 

illness threatens Joe’s only connection with humanity; 

naturally he is terrified by the skeleton daydreams. How

ever, as usual, his brain is not keen enough to analyze his 

dreams, so he leaves their meaning unexplored.

The imagery of the underworld continues in the "king

dom of hell" party to which Joe is unaccountably invited 

off the street. A boy and girl in black unisex attire hand 

Joe an invitation to be "poisoned" signed "Hansel and Gretel" 

(p. 175)• At midnight Joe and Ratso arrive at the party, 

and while Ratso raids the refreshments, Joe is handed a 

hallucinogenic capsule and takes it. "Hansel and Gretel" 

sit "like figures on an altar" with an old woman behind 

them who looks like a mechanical doll or puppet. This 

image recalls Clinton’s dream of Annabel as a puppet orna

ment on a withered Christmas tree; the old woman is also 

pictured as someone manipulated by evil forces suggesting 

that the evil goes beyond any one individual. "Seen from 

a distance, she might even have been inhuman, something 

pasted together by those two silent, sinister children at 

her feet, an effigy perhaps of a missing parent. . . (p.
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18?). In a cruel parody of a family, the ”children*1 treat 

the old woman like a puppet, painting her face and making 

her shout to the crowd that ’time is run out on usj* (p. 

196). Herlihy describes Hansel and Gretel as "dream chil

dren, . . . messengers from the grave” (p. 191|.).

In his drugged state, Joe is pleased with the ’’hell” 

party at first. He meets a woman in an orange dress who 

will pay to sleep with him. ’’’Buying a man, is that it? 

Well, I guess it’s the most thrilling thing I’ve ever heard 

of. It’s like, well, you take virginity, that’s one end of 

something. And on the other, absolute opposite, farthest, 

most utterly distant pole is buying a lover, I suppose. 

Isn’t it? Of course, leave us face this, I am a long way 

from virginity. That was never my problem” (p. 190-91). 

The woman seems to Joe to be a delightful harem girl (p. 

189), but her remarks actually underscore how his innocence 

has been spoiled. He plays the selfish ’’stud” role with 

pleasure; ”he even experienced that old longing for a mir

ror” (p. 190). It is an impersonal role; the woman even 

says she sees Joe as ’’’pure symbol, nothing more, nothing 

less’” (p. 191). Moreover, Herlihy’s symbol of non-communi- 

cation reappears: "His hearing wasn’t working in the usual 

way. . . . He heard her words and he saw them but they 

never got to him” (p. 192).
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Of course, Joe has never realized that his innocence is 

spoiled; his "Mother Juanita" and "Father 0’Daniel" dreams 

have not changed his hopeful search for a family.

What he did hear was something that had 
to do with the capsule he’d swallowed, a 
high, thin, private sound, not really a 
sound at all. You could just as easily 
picture it: say it was a high wire he 
had flown to, at some altitude that caused 
a blending of all the senses, sight, sound, 
touch, making them one.

At one such moment, he chose to see the 
party from this altitude: saw a cowboy, 
himself, looking past a jumble of faceless 
party figures toward the end of the room 
where two young people in black sat on the 
floor at the feet of a woman.

But from his point of view these three 
people were not three at all: They were 
four: and one of them was himself. He be
longed there with them. He was Joe Buck, 
the cowboy, and their was his blonde, sit
ting with the two children.

Now of course it was clear to him why 
he had been invited to the party: He was 
the missing member of something, always 
had been, but now everything would be 
straightened out. (p. 193)

The daydream quoted above recalls EchoO’Brien’s airplane 

ride in All Fall Down (p. 126), when she and Clinton were 

able to see their lives clearly from high up in the plane.

Joe, however, sees only what his longings prescribe: a long- 

lost "missing member" of a family reunited at this party.

The woman is blonde to him, the children beautiful. In 

reality, she is a gray hag, and they are lifeless characters 

with cruel ways of amusing themselves. The drug has 
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brought out Joe’s optimism in this ’’family” daydream.

Suddenly the lovely ’’family” dream is shattered by 

Joe’s fantasy that the old woman has become Sally Buck. 

"He knew now that it was his grandmother, returned from the 

grave, who had sent those two sad-as-death, poisonously 

pretty children into the streets of New York to search for 

him . . . to tell him something urgent, of course” (p. 191|.)« 

Joe cannot figure out the message, but he gains a clue when 

he takes the harem woman home and discovers himself impotent 

with her. Herlihy describes Joe’s thoughts: "Little by 

little, the city had been drawing all that good juice from 

him, a little here, a little there, everything going out. 

. . . Thoughts of himself being weakened rushed through his 

head now with a kind of dream continuity. He saw himself 

being drained and robbed and swindled. . . . Every time he 

nodded in assent to a stranger, a vital substance was ex

acted from him" (pp. 201-02). Joe feels now that there is 

no good in human contact; it is only a drain; he has been 

betrayed by it too many times. Now that his sexual power 

has left him, Joe realizes he has nothing else. Dawning 

awareness marks this a "solution" dream.

The next morning, Joe takes his vengeance on the woman 

in a session of violent sexual intercourse. Afterwards, he 

has a new "family" dream.
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Two young people in black walked into his 
mind, slender and blonde and plain as day: 
the MacAlbertsons. And for a moment, brief
ly, while the woman recited her obscene 
litany of small words, he looked at these 
children in his mind and entered into their 
mystery. Saw them walking hand in hand a- 
gainst a bacxdrop of nothingness, together 
but unjoined, motherless and fatherless and 
without real gender, unconnected to the 
world or to who they themselves were, of* 
where, or what, saw them wandering in search 
of others passing through the same empty 
regions, others born loose and alien and 
unconnected as they themselves were, and in 
this brief clarity iToe Buck had a sense of 
knowing just who the children were: his own. 
His own offspring, born full-grown from this 
very night’s union. (p. 201|.)

Here Joe finally realizes that the loneliness and isolation 

which he has experienced all his life are universal, and 

that their source is vengeful, uncaring acts like the one 

he has just committed. This is his climatic ’’solution 

dream. ”

Immediately after dreaming of the isolated ’’family,”

Joe hurries to buy warm clothes for Ratso with his earning 

from the harem woman. Realizing the nature of loneliness 

has matured Joe as Clinton was matured by his realization 

of evil. Both characters respond to their climatic ’’so

lution” dreams by seeking ways to help people close to 

them; Clinton tries to help Echo, and Joe decides to take 

Ratso to Florida. From this point on in Midnight Cowboy, 

Joe can act. Paradoxically, he can act independently
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because he has realized his interdependence with Ratso. 

Their next conversation is symbolic of Joe’s new ability 

to communicate: Ratso stutters, but Joe has a new fluency 

born out of caring (p. 156).

As Joe sets out to earn the busfare to Florida, Ratso 

sounds a warning, 1,11 had shitty dreams’” (p. 171). Joe 

rapidly makes a contact with a talkative traveling paper 

merchant by the name of Townsend P. Locke. They have one 

more of Joe’s exploitative, uncommunicative relationships: 

"Towny” chatters incessantly but ”he wasn’t the kind of 

talker who requires any sign of listening" (p. 211). Herlihy 

describes Towny’s outpouring of words as "one of those 

nightmare constructions that is constantly being undermined 

at a slightly greater rate of speed than one is able to 

achieve in the building" (p. 219). Then he describes Towny’s 

perception of Joe as "a kind of ideal and perfect being" 

(p. 219), a cross between Gary Cooper and Ronald Coleman. 

Towny lives with the unreality that haunts so many Herlihy 

characters.

Joe, however, cuts short of daydreaming. He has an 

2 Dr. Terrell Dixon has pointed out the symbolism of 
the name; "Locke" suggests the jail or cage of the lonely 
life, and "Towny" its urban aspect (private communication, 
March 1975•)
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overriding motivation now--a sense of obligation to his

new "family.11 " ’. . . I got family goddammit, and I got

to get’em down to Florida quick111 (p. 231). With that, 

Joe steals Towny’s money, inadvertently beating him up.

He is horrified by the blood the man’s minor wounds pro

duce: "It was as if something terrible—call it evil and 

picture it a dragon-- had raced about the room leaving its

imprint everywhere" (p. 23h-). This fear of violence, re

calling Joe’s mass-murder dream, reappears in "foul dreams" 

on the bus to Florida (p. 239)> where Joe repeatedly re

lives the beating of Townsend P. Locke and wakes up in 

horror at it.

Midnight Cowboy ends with three important "solution" 

dreams. They show Joe’s maturation from a passive, uncom

prehending soul to an active, alert person motivated by 

love. The first dream symbolizes this maturation:

He began to have a number of these half- 
awake dreams in which Sally Buck’s old 
boy friend. Woodsy Niles, was a dead man. 
The Woodsy dreams took place right there 
on the bus and they seemed real enough in 
every particular. The cowboy’s corpse 
went through every kind of caper imagin
able: In one of them it was propped up 
in the driver’s seat operating the bus 
on hairpin roads and the passengers were 
screaming. Help help the driver is dead 
the driver is dead: In another of these 
terrible dreams, the bus arrived in Miami 
and all the passengers took their suitcases 
off the rack and left. All but one. The 
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driver saw him there, apparently asleep 
in a seat near the back, and went down 
the aisle to awaken him. And then, 'Shee- 
it,’ he said, * I believe I got a corpse 
on m’hands here.’ At this point, Joe 
recognized himself as the driver and the 
corpse as his old friend Woodsy. He picked 
up Woodsy’s body and began to sing to it 
The Last Roundup, softly and slowly, half 
lullaby, half requiem, (pp. 239-14-0)

Woodsy Niles was the only loving man in Joe’s childhood; 

Joe’s dream mixes his memories of love for Niles with the 

feeling that Ratso may die on the bus. The situation seems 

out of control, like a bus whose driver had died. At the 

end of the dream, however, Joe becomes the driver: he takes 

control. He has subconsciously faced the reality that 

loved ones (like V/oodsy and soon Ratso) die, but that love 

transcends the evil of death. He is now able not only to 

talk, but even to sing. He cradles his friend as he would 

a dependent child; Joe himself is now a father figure in 

his dreams. He has been ’’born” out of his fetus-like 

existence into adulthood; he has learned to assert himself 

for someone else’s sake. For example, with Ratso “he saw 

in his mind a motion picture of himself wrapping this naked, 

badly damaged human child in a blanket, taking him up 

gently and holding him rock-a-bye and git-along-little- 

dogie in his lap for the rest of the trip” (p. 2I4.7).

The second important '^solution" dream at the end of
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Midnight Cowboy is a new version of the “golden rope" dream.

There was a startling difference in it. 
They were marching to rodeo music, a 
wild march beat. And the rope of light 
that bound the people in their trip a- 
round the earth was on this night of a 
special brilliance and clarity so that 
Joe was able to see the actual features 
on the face of the marchers. The one 
that caught his interest was the face of 
a cowboy swinging a lariat, a lariat made 
of the same golden stuff that bound all 
the marchers. He looked hard, very hard 
at the face of the cowboy, longing to 
get his attention and disturbed more and 
more by an ever increasing sense of famili
arity with what he saw, and lo and behold! 
There came a moment in which he knew the 
face of the cowboy to be none other than 
his own.

He was in the line with everyone else, 
(pp.

Thereis a holiday atmosphere in this dream. Joe can see 

the people’s faces because he now knows some individual 

human beings very well. Of course he sees himself in line, 

swinging the golden rope, because he now knows how to care 

for someone and therefore feels he belongs to the human 

race. The dream causes him to cry with happiness and re

lief.

Joe’s third “solution" daydream pictures a new image 

and a new "family" for Joe.

Probably he would be a dishwasher or a 
short-orddr clerk. There would be other 
people working in the same place with him 
and at first they wouldn’t look at him. 
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they wouldn't realize he was just like 
them, one of them in fact, but gradually 
they would get the idea. They would be
gin to notice he was wearing regular shoes. 
. . . And there would begin to be some 
dropping in and visiting back and forth, 
and no doubt one of these new people in 
due course would be a woman, not necessarily 
a blonde either. . . . she would be glad 
to have a man to take care of her, one who 
was good at lovemaking; and Ratso would be 
like a child to them. . . . (p. 21|.8)

Joe imagines himself as a lowly dishwasher again, but he 

does not mind. He no longer has an impossible daydream 

image of himself as a cowboy, as his desire for "regular 

shoes" shows. He is free of his longing for womb-like se

curity: his woman does not have to be a blonde like Sally 

Buck, and he is planning to take care of her rather than 

be served by her as in the fantasy he once described to 

Perry. He now thinks of sexual intercourse as "lovemaking" 

rather than an exercise in exploitation, and a child is now 

a welcome responsibility.

After imagining himself as a father, Joe takes control 

of his daydream and it becomes goal-directed thinking, 

agressive and very conscious: "The whole trick to having 

these things come out right was that you had to work hard 

and wait. . . . This time, maybe there wouldn't be any 

ordinary life for him but he would goddamn well do some 

seeking, and go on stubborn and hard-assed about it till 

the day he died" (p. 21^8-lj.9). Joe's new resolution is 
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realistic: it is possible his life will be miserable. This 

realism is new in his life, and like the willingness to care 

for someone and the abandonment of daydreams, it is a sign 

of maturity.

Of course Ratso’s daydream of Florida as a paradise 

never comes true in Midnight Cowboy. However, its most 

realistic aspect, its underlying hopefulness, is adopted 

by Joe and survives in him after Ratso’s death on the bus. 

Joe "thought he ought to get upset, perhaps even hysterical 

and say oh help help my friend is dead and 2 521 all alone. 

But he didn’t feel that way. . . . The bus people would 

simply have to steer him to an undertaker. . . . The im

portant thing was what to do first: tell somebody" (pp. 

250-51). Here is a new Joe Buck: trusting,confident, and 

communicative. It is not the unrealistic Florida daydream 

which effects this change in Joe, it is his association 

with the hopeful dreamer. Ratso. Herlihy suggests here, 

as he did in All Fall Down, that mutual affection and inter

dependence are prerequisites for maturation.

Most of the dreams in Midnigfrit Cowboy are "problem" 

dreams, because Joe matures only after the weight of many 

degrading experiences breaks through his extremely passive 

consciousness. As mentioned earlier, touches of "solution" 

dreaming occur in the violent revenge dream (where Joe 
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first pictures himself in non-sexual action) and in the 

brief daydream where the silverhaired women reveal them

selves to Joe as prostitutes. The principal ''solution” 

dreams, however, occur right at the end of the novel: Joe 

cradling Woodsy, Joe swinging the Golden Rope, and Joe act

ing as father to Ratso and husband to a non-blonde. Here, 

finally, Joe’s dreams show his new connection to people and 

his new ability to act independently and humanistically.

Because of the special nature of Joe Buck’s '’non

personality,” most of the dreams in Midnight Cowboy are 

half-conscious daydreams, rising not from sleep but from 

a life lived numbly as if in sleep. Herlihy does not give 

sleeping dreams the special significance he gives them in 

his other two novels. Instead, he makes the most signifi

cant point in Joe Buck’s maturation the moment Joe begins 

to think and act instead of dream.



IV. THE DREAM MOTIF IN THE SEASON OF THE WITCH

The Season of the Witch (1971)> Herlihy’s third novel, 

is the journal of a seventeen-year-old runaway girl whose 

search for identity is revealed in her many dreams. Gloria 

Random is running away from her mother and suburbia to New 

York City, hoping to find her natural father whom she has 

never seen. She is ’’Random" because she represents all 

human beings who search for their ideals and find them not 

as they had imagined. She is "Gloria” because she does 

eventually triumph over her disillusionment.

Gloria’s dreams express her desire to escape from home, 

which she considers "unreal," and to find a new identity 

which will be "real" because it will be natural and will 

allow her to communicate her feelings openly. Early in the 

novel she has several daydreams which reveal her idealism; 

in contrast, she also has subconscious dreams which suggest 

her deepest fears and frustrations. Both these kinds are 

"problem" dreams. Unlike Clinton Williams and Joe Buck in 

Herlihy’s other novels, Gloria Random is aware of her own 

"problem" dreams and she attempts to analyze them. How

ever, when her common sense projects itself into various 
"solution" dreams, she resists her own insights. Like 

79
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the other novels. The Season of the Witch is a story of 

maturation. By the end of the book, Gloria learns to heed 

her own dream-advice and learns to define her identity and 

’’reality” in broader terms than those of the rebelling 

adolescent.

As a child, Gloria used to dream that someday she 

would be plunged into reality, which existed somewhere out

side the suburbs. At seventeen, after running away to New 

York, she reminisces with her companions: ’’’Look at us! 

Little John McFadden and little Gloria Random. Remember 

when we were small, how we used to dream about being in the 
thick of it?”-*- Gloria’s nostalgia for her childish dream 

betrays her ambivalence about finding reality in the city; 

she wants to be free of her mother, but she does not feel 

as secure in the city as she expected. In fact, after 

several rough experiences in the slums, she asks wistfully, 

”’Is it thick enough yet?’” (p. 301).

The reality Gloria wishes to plunge into is repre

sented in her mind by her natural father, who becomes the 

hero of her adolescent dreams. At the age of twelve, when

■*" James Leo Herlihy, The Season of the Witch (New 
York: Simon and Schuster, 1971), P* 301. Subsequent 
references will be in the text.
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Gloria learned that Mr. Random was not her real father, she 

began having "all sorts of dreams" about going to find her 

real father and "getting close to him" (p. 339). With him 

she feels she will find her real identity. His Polish 

Jewishness will justify her discomfort with white Anglo- 

Saxon Protestantism; his Communist beliefs will support her 

rebellion against upper-middle class American life; even 

his location in New York City will reinforce her scorn of 

the suburbs. Moreover, identifying with Hank Glyczwycz 

allows Gloria to take revenge upon her mother for refusing 

to marry him (and legitimize Gloria) because of the man’s 

background and lifestyle. Gloria’s daydreams of her father 

thus establish for her a negative identity and sense of 

reality based only on rebellion against her mother’s way 

of life. Like Clinton Williams in All Fall Down, Gloria 

fantasizes that finding one long-lost relative will solve 

the problems of loneliness and insecure identity.

On the bus to New York, Gloria begins daydreaming that 

as soon as she has left her mother, she will become a com
pletely new person. ^Fantasy: The simple act of running 

away from home causes some miraculous change in my characterI 

I become disciplined":(p. 6). Like Joe Buck in Midnight 

Cowboy, Gloria feels she can put on a new identity when 

she leaves her home environment. While Joe changes his 
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clothes to a cowboy outfit, Gloria changes her name to 

’’Witch,” a romanticized version of her long-lost father's 

name.

Witch labels her character-change dreams ’’career fanta

sies” (p. 18); she has to admit that they are just childish 

longings. ’’Too bad I'm not more skilled in kidding myself," 

she laments. "All I'm really interested in doing is rat

tling Mother's rafters by exposing her" (p. 16). This kind 

of objectivity is beyond Joe Buck. Nevertheless, Witch 

continues "rattling." She would like to force her mother 

to be more genuine. She resents her mother's denial of 

Gloria's real origin and she detests the sterile pretentious

ness of her mother's "WASP" way of life; Gloria takes de

light in thinking of herself as a "Jew bastard" (p. 16). 

Her career fantasies reveal her preoccupation with her 

identity, her rejection of her mother's fakery, and her 

own efforts to be honest.

One of Witch's career fantasies reveals her resentment 

of the concept of innocence. She sees no genuineness in it.

Mrs. Gretzinger in Senior English told 
me I'd probably write a book someday, but 
I shouldn't do it until I could do it with 
authority. I have a fantastic idea for a 
novel and I could really do it, too. There's 
this young girl in Elmhurst, Illinois, or 
Wild Earth, Kansas, or wherever I decide 
to put her.... The book starts with her 
arrival in New York. I'll use some of my 
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own experiences... The girl ought to be 
a virgin though. Or at least a virgin’s 
head, so if she doesn’t have her first 
big sex thing in the book at least she’ll 
have her first acid trip. Then in the 
movie version there can be all these 
psychedelic effects. Better yet, why 
don’t I give her a virgin body and head 
and she can lose both cherries at once 
irk a fantastic climactic scene?

I hate it. I really do. I really 
hate it. I’m so sick of all this virgin
ity bullshit. I’ve never been a virgin 
and I don’t know anyone who ever was. 
...I’m certainly not going to write an 
entire book that’ll do nothing but foster 
a lot of phoniness. (pp. 85-86)

Witch feels that she cannot write a book about innocence 

"with authority" because she has never felt innocent. Like 

sixteen-year-old Clinton Williams’ statement that he has 

"had all the experiences that life can offer" (All Fall 

Down, p. 109), her sweeping "I’ve never been a virgin" 

hides a deep longing for a fallen ideal behind its adolescent 

dramatic flair. She cannot believe that innocence can be 

real because of her mother’s "phony" marriage and life

style. Honesty must substitute as Gloria’s ideal, and it 

becomes her tool in the search for what is real. When she 

finally applies it fully to interpreting her own dreams, 

she reaches a mature understanding of reality. Until then 

she is still "innocent" of full knowledge of herself.

Witch’s subconscious dreams are more difficult for her
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to view objectively them, her daydreams. They expose her 

most significant problems, and then they gradually change 
into "solution11 dreams as they reveal her emotional dis

engagement from her parents. In these subconscious dreams, 

Herlihy uses forms of nature like lakes, forests, and rivers 

to symbolize the natural, "real" world the young girl longs 

for. He also uses the human voice, on a scale of silence, 

speaking or singing, as a symbol of the communication which 

ends loneliness, much as the voice symbol was used in Mid

night Cowboy. When characters are silent they are unhappy 

and unloving because uncommunicative. Characters who can 

talk are less alienated, and characters sing when they feel 

truly loved and accepted. Finally, Herlihy describes several 

visions, usually drug-induced, of ghosts and the future. 

These also reveal Witch’s subconscious feelings as she 

progresses towards maturity at the end of the novel.

In the novel’s first subconscious "problem" dream. 

Witch sees herself as a dead part of nature, with no voice 

to communicate her anguish:

I had a dream. It was ghastly. It 
was all about the death of Lake Erie, 
where Aunt Jane has her cottage. The 
lake’s been polluted for ages, so why 
am I just now getting around to dreaming 
about it? What’s really weird is that 
in the dream I’m Lake Erie. At the 
beginning, I’m all alive and blue and
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shimmering with beauty, and then all 
kinds of people start shitting poison 
in me. But lakes have no voices, so 
they can’t protest. I just become more 
and more miserable, and then I die. But 
the minute I die, I’m not the lake any
more. I’m me, and Roy and I are running 
away on his Vespa, and the lake is like 
a big black thing trying to catch us. 
I wonder what It means? (p. 29)

This lake dream reveals Witch’s unhappiness with her identity, 

and her feelings of helplessness, frustration and victimi

zation. The dead lake suggests that she feels her world .
is not natural and wholesome, but ruined by “all kinds of 

people.” The lack of voice indicates that she cannot ex

press her feelings (again she blames general circumstances 

rather than herself). She is "just now getting around to 

dreaming about” the dead lake because running away has 

caused her subconscious mind to review her motives and 

feelings; she has the dream as she and John ride farther 

and farther away from home.

Trying to analyze her lake dream. Witch rereads her

journal account of a recent stay at the Lake Erie cottage.

She had urged her friends to go naked one day, and she re

marks that one couple looked like "a perfect Adam and Eve.

But they can’t go swimming because Paradise is fucked up.

That’s the awful thing about lakes when they die. There’s

no burying them" (p. 31|.) • Like Adam and Eve’s swim,
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Gloria’s ideal of innocence has been spoiled; Gloria has 

learned that she was conceived illegitimately, and that 

her mother rejected her father out of materialism and preju

dice. She feels betrayed and defiled, like the beautiful 

lake. She cannot die completely in the lake dream, how

ever, because running away has not solved her problems. 

They cannot be "buried;” she must still come to terms with 

her background and her mother, whom she blames throughout 

her journal. To emphasize her unfinished problems, Herlihy 

has her dream end with the lake becoming a "big black thing" 

chasing her and her friend John (now called Roy). Sym

bolically, she is running from herself. She fears the "dead

ness, ” the spoiled innocence and inability to communicate, 

that she was immersed in at home. Herlihy uses the lake 

dream to dramatize Gloria’s motives for running away and to 

show that she does not yet understand these motives. He 

also uses it to point out that, although Witch claims her 

home life is unreal, it is real enough to cause the anxiety 

shown in this dream.

Soon after the lake dream. Witch recalls an old dream 

with similar symbolism.

In the dream. Mother’s chaise longue 
is covered with the skin of a big black 
furry bear. I sneak into her room naked 
and lie there feeling the fur on my tummy.
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The fur feels wonderful on my breasts, 
but just when I’m really getting into 
it. Mother comes and catches me. This 
memory is so strong I wonder if it was 
only a dream? But I know it couldn’t 
actually have happened because there’s 
no bearskin on her chaise. It’s just 
chintz. Anyway, she starts calling me 
terrible names and comes after me, so 
I run downstairs and out of the house. 
The back yard becomes a great forest, 
but it’s Mother’s forest and therefore 
not a real one. (Nothing of Mother’s 
is real!) And she’s still chasing me. 
So I try to scream, but I can’t. Be
cause the rule of the dream is that 
your voice can’t work unless the forest 
you’re in is real. (p. lj.9)

Witch remembers this dream after taking dexedrine with Roy, 

and she tells him that "someday—as soon as possible in fact-- 

I want to go into a forest naked and make a terrible noise" 

(p. I4.9). She cannot wait to be able to express her feelings 

and her sensuality out from under her mother’s control.

The forest dream, like the lake dream, shows Gloria 

in a spoiled natural environment, wanting to escape and 

being unable to communicate. Here the mother is clearly 

featured as the culprit: the forest is unreal because it 

is the mother’s; the mother denies Gloria the natural sens

uality represented by her reaction to the furry bear rug. 
The "big black furry bear" and the "big black thing" from 

the lake dream are both sources of great anxiety for Gloria. 

The forest dream is a refinement of the lake dream, where
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Gloria was running from a vague deadness which threatened 

her as pollution threatens Lake Erie. The forest dream has 

Gloria running to her mother, who is shown to be the cause 

of the forest’s pollution and the voicelessness of those 

in the polluted forest. It is significant, however, that 

the lake dream identifies the pollution with Gloria herself. 

She blames her problems on her mother, but what she must 

really deal with is the person she has become. Her forest 

dream shows her enjoying her sensuality, yet the anxiety- 

ridden chase in this dream indicates Gloria has not yet 

differentiated her own values from her mother’s sexual guilt. 

She is jealous of her mother, for the furry rug is on the 

mother’s chaise. Gloria’s maturity will come only with 

emotional separation from her parents and responsibility 

for her own faults, neither of which she faces in these 

dreams.

When Witch eventually visits her father’s farm on 

Staten Island, she is especially delighted with the forest 

behind his house. "All around the edges of the place were 

trees," she writes in her journal. "In a place like this, 

I thought, I could finish my old dream. I could take off 

all my clothes and go naked into the trees and make awful 

noises and perform nature rites" (p. 172-73)• Witch im

agines a primative, Eden-like, life in this rural setting.
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Witch's jealousy of her mother surfaces in another 
journal comment about Hank Glyczwycz: "In one dream we were 

married and living in a foreign country . . . I think I 

changed into my mother or something" (p. 85)• Witch almost 

does finish her dream with "awful noises" by having a love 

affair with her father, who does not know who she is. Ironi

cally, he calls her "a dream" and tries to hush her confession 

of the truth by saying, "Dreams can't talk" (p. 311)• 

Finding her father has not been the discovery of "reality" 

and open communication that she expectedl The taboo affair 

cannot be a true "nature rite" (as required to finish her 

forest dream); sensing this fact, she breaks off the love

making .

In addition to the subconscious nature dreams in The 

Season of the Witch, there are also various visions which 

can be classified with subconscious dreams because they are 

drug-induced and because they reveal subconscious feelings. 

Several of these visions involve a ghost named Sara who 

supposedly haunts the commune Witch joins in New York. In 

her conversations with the "ghost," Witch contacts her own 

mature impulses, though she usually fails to heed them. 

For example, her first impression of Sara is that the ghost 

is "a gentle little pocket of lonesomeness" (p. 89). Witch 

feels sad for Sara, but it never occurs to her that she.
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Witch, is also a ’’pocket of lonesomeness,” especially since 

her confidante Roy has left her side for a homosexual affair. 
It also does not occur to Witch consciously that the ’’reali

ty" is that the commune she admires so much is ’’haunted" by 

loneliness like any other group or individual. Gloria's 

adolescent idealism will not allow her to accept what her 

subconscious realizes, and Herlihy uses the ghost vision 

to expose this problem.

Witch's "solution” dreams begin with an acid-induced 

vision of the "river of life."

I don't know how to describe spiritual 
union in words. You’re not you. You’re 
everybody ... who ever lived or died.... 
The little tiny part of my mind that was 
still me felt safe and beautiful.... I 
had this thought that what I was seeing 
was the river of life. It was flowing 
through me and I was its banks, (p. 153)

In the commune she has found people whom her subconscious 

accepts as "real," so her vision pictures an end to loneli

ness through "spiritual union." Herlihy uses the river 

symbol to show that Gloria now feels in harmony with nature, 

unlike her earlier dream of being a dead lake. The motion 

of the river can be taken as symbolic of her personal growth, 

also in contrast to the static, dead lake.

Immediately after the river vision, one of Witch’s 

friends quotes aloud from Hermann Hesse's Demian: "’If the 
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outside world were to be destroyed, a single one of us would 

be capable of rebuilding it: mountain and stream, tree and 

leaf, root and flower, yes, every natural form is latent 

within us...'” (p. l^lj.). Both this quotation and the river 

vision are telling Witch that the natural condition sought 

in her earlier dreams is to be found within herself. She 

is ecstatic about the quotation, and carefully copies it 

into her journal.

There are two clues, however, that all her problems 

are not solved by the bliss of communal living. First, when 

she is fully conscious again after the acid trip, she com

ments on herself as a riverbank: "Now that I write it, it 

doesn't look right” (p. 153)• Second, there is still no 

sign of genuine communication in her dreams; she is-still 

as "voiceless" as in the lake and forest dreams. Communi

cation during the acid trip is non-verbal and only assumed: 

"I remember feeling absolutely certain each of us was tuned 

in on the same flow of images," she records, "but there's 

no way of knowing for sure" (p. 153)* After the Hesse 

recitation, there is no real communication either: "When 

Cary finished reciting, there was a long super-high silence" 

(p. 15h-) • One of the boys asks a question at the time, 

but "nobody answered" (p. 15h-) • According to the symbolic 

logic of the novel's dreams, this lack of verbal intercourse 
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indicates that the commune is not yet what Witch is seeking.

In fact, she admits at this time that "ever since I got to 

New York, I’ve been seeing practically everything with 

Mother’s eyes though I never used to do that at all" 

(p. 1^5). The commune is not a perfect world, and Witch is 

now mature enough to be able to see this even if that means 

she shares her mother’s point of view.

"With acid," Witch writes, "hiding doesn’t work. You 

know who you are" (p. llj.5) • It is no coincidence that 

several paragraphs after this statement, Herlihy has Witch 

describe her first conversation with Sara, the ghost. Witch 

is the only person who can see and hear Sara; the ghost is 

an image of Witch’s subconscious. Sara shows part of "who 

Witch is."

There was this big watery-looking oval 
of space like a full length mirror with 
blurring edges, and she was sitting inside 
of it in a rocking chair, watching me with 
an enormous grin on her face. . . . I wasn’t 
even surprised. . . . She had on an 1890s-ish 
costume . . .; her face was homely but nice 
to look at, and the expression on it was 
terribly dear. She looked so pleased, 
you’d have thought we were old friends. 
. . . I don’t think there was any sound in
volved [in Sara’s voice] at all. It was 
just pure communication. Except that I 
spoke out loud. . . . I had a voice, so I 
used it. . . .It all seemed very natural 
at the time. . . . My head just sort of 
supplied words to go with her meanings, 
(pp. 124.6-I4.7)
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The rocking chair and the old-fashioned dress in this 
"blurry mirror" suggest that Sara represents the old- 

faShioned or adult side of Witch’s personality. This side 

is amused at the adolescent side; Sara wears an "enormous 

grin." The adult side is "homely," not as glamorous as 

the hippie side, but "pleasant" and "dear." Sara and Witch 

are "old friends?" because Witch has had this aspect to her 

personality all along. And with Sara, Witch finds her 

dream-voice; with Sara, Witch enjoys "pure communication."

Since the ghost vision shows Witch happily in touch 

with her non-hip, non-freak self, what the ghost says be

comes significant to a study of Gloria’s search for identity.

Sara said, ’. . . I’d like your advice. 
Do you think I should leave here. . . . 
Often I feel I should move on, but I’m 
so frightened I just end up staying. 
And of course I’m more tom than ever 
now, because I’d miss you all so. I 
can’t tell you how much you’ve helped 
my head.’ 

. . . I wanted to know why she was 
asking my advice. . . . I didn’t know 
what to tell her. Sara said, ’Yes, 
Witch, but you know as much about it 
as I do. And you’re much more level
headed than I am. Please, take a mo
ment, imagine yourself in my shoes. 
What would you do?’ (pp. 1L|.9-5O). 

Witch’s subconscious is asking her to "take a moment" and 

be "level-headed" about her situation. She is subconsciously 

considering leaving, which shows that her problems are 
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solved to the extent that she is no longer totally dependent 

on the commune for security. Her answer to Sara is tremu

lous, however: '’I’d try to leave even if I was frightened," 

and after giving this answer she feels "totally depleted" 

(p. l£0). Sara calls her "Witch Gloria," even though 

Gloria is known only as "Witch" in the commune. Thus the 

ghost reveals that Gloria is beginning to recognize herself 

under both names, that is, in both her hippie and middle- 

American aspects.

The next time Witch sees Sara, the ghost has "found 

some other ghoasts to keep her company" (p. 211j.), just as 

Gloria has found new friends. Gloria has fallen into an 

exhausted sleep after worrying about her imminent affair 

with her father, and she dreams that Sara is trying to tell 

her something "specific and terribly simple" (p. 215)• 

All Sara says is, ’Bodies are awfully important, honey,’ 

but Gloria writes, "My mouth wasn't working. Or maybe it 

was just my will that was out cold" (p. 211].). Gloria is 

worried sick about incest, and her subconscious is warning 

her, but her sexual desires block her from taking in the 

warning. She applies it to Roy’s heroin needle marks in

stead of to her own body. The voicelessness reappears in 

her dreaming to indicate the communication block between 

her adult self and her adolescent self. Gloria's psychi
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atrist friend comments that ’it’s dangerous as hell to live 

by your own sense of reality’ (p. 231), but Gloria decides 

to ignore the incest taboo and become her father’s lover. 

Her immature self is still rebelling against, and now com

peting with, her mother.

A sudden vision of something her mother did long ago 

reveals that Gloria is beginning to sense some of her 

mother’s very ’’real” conflicts. Her mother has proudly 

brought home a bargain antique. It had clashed horribly 

with the Randoms’ modern home, and Mrs. Random had been the 

picture of frustration. Gloria wonders why she is remember

ing this incident "a thousand years after the fact" (p. 

23U)* the vision actually mirrors her own feelings. 

She is on the verge of duplicating her mother’s premarital 

experience with Hank Glyczwycz, and she finds the prospect 

clashing badly with her innermost feelings of propriety.

Finally Gloria dreams that her father makes love to 

her. In the dream he comes to her like a radiant force; 

however, it is not a natural force but an "electrical" one 

(p. 291). He speaks of love, "but not with his voice," 

and she hears, but "not with my ears" (p. 291). Here is 

the opposite of the natural sensuality and open communi

cation the girl seeks.
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When Gloria succumbs to her father in the love dream, 

she "stops existing;" she "dissolves entirely" (p. 291). 

Her subconscious mind knows that having sexual intercourse 

with her father would destroy her identity. She wakes up 

screaming, like the woman in Herlihy’s "Story That Ends 

With A Scream," at the point of unendurable frustration. 

Gloria’s method of communication here is elemental and 

inarticulate. She has been hiding the identity of her 

father from her friends in the commune; only tremendous 

pressure brings it out. Thus she is wordless, if not voice

less, after her dream. Gloria’s screaming can be compared 

to the climactic scene in All Fall Down, where Clinton 

Williams dreams that his hero-brother is not real. Clinton 

suddenly feels he must move (do something real) or he, too, 

will "cease to exist" (All Fall Down, p. 155; see also p. 

25 in Chapter I above). In both cases, when the adolescents’ 

ideals topple, their identities are so threatened that they 

dream existence itself is marginal. Like Joe Buck, Gloria 

finally sees that she has used her sexuality fruitlessly 

because she has used it selfishly. Whereas Joe dreamed 

that his offspring were sterile, cruel, and alienated, 

Gloria dreams that she herself dissolves as a result of 

her crime against real love.
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In spite of her screaming, Gloria goes to her father; 

but when he holds her she remembers a long-forgotten child

hood nightmare of a “nameless grief” (p. 311)• When she 

had had this dream as a child, her mother had refused to 

talk about it, but instead had kept slapping Gloria. The 

girl had felt extremely frustrated. Now Gloria feels “the 

reality of what he’d suffer" slapping her again and again 

(p. 311)> but she forces herself to reveal that she is his 

daughter. She finally realizes that frustration is part 

of the reality she has been seeking, and that she is not 

only the victim of suffering but also a cause of it.

Though Gloria has decried the idea of innocence (see 

page four above), she has in fact been innocent in spite 

of her apparent sexual sophistication. She has believed 

that the incest taboo does not apply to her, when her in

cest dream and its screaming prove that the taboo does 

apply. Moreover, she has assumed that evil resides only 

in her mother, not, for example, in softspoken drug pushers 

nor least of all in herself. After challenging the incest 

taboo, Gloria realizes that through her own naive behavior 

she has hurt her father—her ideal—very deeply. Like 

Clinton crying with the gun In his lap, or Joe dreaming 

after raping the woman, Gloria finally recognizes her own 

ability to do evil. The incest dream and the accompanying
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"nameless grief" are Gloria’s climactic "solution" dreams. 

Her scream is no defiant statement that she has "never been 

a virgin"; it is instead an admission that her mother’s 

values were right for her in at least one case. When she 

fantasizes that reality is "slapping" her, Gloria is admit

ting that she, the child of the loving commune, has done a 

cruel thing to someone she professed to love. Her emotion

al innocence is destroyed when her immature idea of love 

breaks under the pressure of experience.

After the shattering experience with her father, 

Gloria finally finishes her old forest dream. Instead of 

running into a forest to make a terrible sound, however, 

she retreats to the commune’s greenhouse, an urban facsimile 

of a forest, to smoke hashish and scribble out her feelings 

in wild, Halloween colors "in honor of all the souls in hell" 

(p. 318). She writes her dream of the ideal future, where 

symbols of nature and happy communication abound: she will 

sing "I dreamed we were all all right" with her new lover; 

his sound will be a "cool glade in a forest"; her sound will 

be a "river of sunlight"; they will live together in the 

greenhouse, enjoying a natural love and an end to loneli

ness (p. 320). The significance of this dream is that it 

shows no involvement with either of Gloria’s parents. She 

knows what she wants now and no longer expects her parents 
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to produce it. She will have to create her own Eden.

Her last night in New York before fleeing to Canada 

with John and others, Gloria has a dream which leads 

her to reconnect herself to her parents in a healthy way. 

She dreams that she does not ride to Canada in her friends* 

car, but rather in a rented trailer dragging behind the 

car. The trailer becomes unhooked, and Gloria is left on 
the highway with ”no motor and no steering" (p. 316). She 

takes the dream as a warning not to go to Canada, but as 

before, she ignores her own dream-advice. In Canada she 

inevitably finds herself without purpose after her friends 

get settled. However, she is not without "steering;" she 

hitchhikes toward New York but then impulsively changes 

direction toward her home "forest"—Belle Woods, Michigan. 

She has subconsciously realized her natural and legitimate 

attachment to her mother. Having broken away, she can now 

return to a "forest" that neither frightens nor beguiles 

her.

The Season of the Witch closes with three fantasies 

revealing Gloria’s new maturity. On her way home with a 

fatherly motorist, Gloria plays "movies in her mind" (p. 

35>1) showing six or seven ways her mother may greet her— 

the loving welcome, the beating, etc. Significantly, 

Gloria rejects her own fantasies, deciding that in real 
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life "you can never ever guess how a thing is going to be; 

you just have to go and see" (p. 35D» She has given up 

assigning her parents roles in daydreams.

When Gloria arrives home, she finds her mother recover

ing from a facelift. She suddenly envisions her mother as 

a "primitive woman" who has chosen to be mutilated for the 

sake of adornment. Gloria now sees both their lives as "a 

series of profoundly real animal events" (p. 361). Here at 

last Gloria realizes that her mother’s world has its "re

ality" in common with her own.

Gloria’s last fantasy shows her view of the way her 

mother faces reality. After hearing that Gloria would 

have made love to Hank if he had not been her father, Mrs. 

Random is speechless. Gloria observes that her mother’s 

real being "has no voice" (p. 366). Gloria feels that 

"reality is some kind of a wildcat to her, and it has her 

up a tree, too terrified to utter a sound" (p. 366). At 

the start of the novel, Gloria was concerned about finding 

and facing reality andkeeping communication open. By the 

end, she has learned that her mother’s life has had its 

own realities. The implication of the last daydream is 

that Gloria now feels sorry for her mother’s inability to 

communicate, rather than for her own. Mother is no longer 
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Gloria’s persecutor; Gloria has matured. She has met the 

"big, black bear" of experience and is neither fascinated 

by it nor afraid of it any longer.



V. CONCLUSION

The previous chapters in this study have documented 

the frequency of dreams in James Leo Herlihy’s novels and 

their significant role in his writing. They have uncovered 

a pattern in Herlihy’s use of various kinds of dreams. The 

original hypotheses, that ’’problem” dreams become ’’solution” 

dreams, and that sleeping dreams reveal characters’ deepest 

feelings while daydreams show their illusions, have been 

shown to be generally valid. Many dreams, however, have 

fallen between categories. Much of Midnight Cowboy, for 

example, is made up of images that move in and out of Joe 

Buck’s half-consciousness. The Season of the Witch has 

drug-induced dreams which evade categorizing, and the hero 

of All Fall Down has his share of reveries. Herlihy wrote 

the following comment on his own non-categorization of the 

dreams:

I never compose a dream-plan for 
my characters. They dream as I do, 
spontaneously. I can’t write a character 
unless I become him/her. At the time 
of writing, I’m scarcely hipper than 
the character. In a later process, call 
it re-writing, I search for ’’significance.” 

. . . I would have said that Sara 
the Ghost, even though experienced on 
LSD, was an experience of an objective

102
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(outer) phenomenon. The acid made her more 
open to it. You call it a dream or vision. 
No argument. Either will do. It is cer
tainly a psychic event, whether objective 
or subjective hardly matters. Jung’s theory 
of sychronicity suggests that outer events 
(1^ Ching wisdoms, for instance) accommodate 
themselves to one’s inner reality, needs. 
The psyche has a way of incorporating (assimi
lating?) everything that passes through it. 
The soul is a perfect poet: all metaphor is 
organic, real. This typewriter is as real 
as the theatre I dreamed of last night in 
which the spotlights were the stars and the 
moon. . . . We live in an infinite web as 
metaphysical as it is physical; I have little 
skill in defining the limits of these quali
ties.^-

The dreams in Herlihy’s fiction evade detailed categori

zation simply because they are organic in each novel. They 

may not be easily measured and sized because their dimensions 

are so realistically, humanly irregular. Herlihy writes 

from his own experience with dreaming:

I have always had a very active dream life, 
have recorded thousands of them in note
books over the years. . . . And being a 
dreamer myself, I seem to write of characters 
who dream. At first, I tried to eliminate 
the dreams because I was told no one wanted 
to read them; but soon discovered that they 
were essential.2

The dream motif emerges as one of Herlihy’s major 

literary tools, one which he uses not only for characteri-

James Leo Herlihy, Letter to Jayne Mack, 2 Sept. 
1971|-

2 Ibid 
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zation but also to unify his fiction both structurally and 

thematically. Other motifs are important: each of the pro

tagonists travels in his search for himself, each is in

volved with families or surrogate families, and each ex

periences destructive and constructive love relationships. 

None of these motifs, however, has the depth of significance 

of dreams as Herlihy uses them. As shown in preceding pages, 

dreams reveal the motives for the travel, the psychological 

influences of the families, and the particular importance 

of each love relationship to each character. Dreams are 

basic to Herlihy's characterization, important to the 

structure of his plots, and crucial to the exposition of 

his themes.

In all three novels, daydreams and sleeping dreams are 

used to characterize the protagonists initially as insecure, 

lonely people who build false security on daydreams of com

panionship. These characters live so comfortably with fan

tasy that their daydreams actually become a kind of currency 

in the exchange of human communication. Clinton and his 

father, for example, use the Gabralian daydream to approach 

each other, while he and his mother communicate best by 

means of an alleged dream. Joe Buck shares his dream of 

being a ’’stud” with Ratso, and in turn adopts Ratso's 

Florida daydream. Gloria Random makes contact with her 
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own inner self by means of her dream of the ghost. In this 

way Herlihy creates more than a one-dimensional dream world 

for his lonely characters. Dreams are shown to dominate 

the characters* human contacts as well as their inner thoughts.

Of course, Herlihy*s characterization changes as each 

protagonist matures; however, dreams continue to be impor

tant in revealing the maturation process, as detailed earlier. 

Dreams are also used to end each novel with a new character

ization of the protagonist. Clinton, for example, leaves 

us reassured that he can now cope, since he dreams of com

forting a wife; Joe signals his maturity with a vision of 

himself as a responsible father; and Gloria ends her journal 

with a newly realistic dream-view of her mother, implying 

that she herself is now a more secure, tolerant person.

At the same time as he has used dreams for characteri

zation, Herlihy has structured each novel around three 

general stages in the dream-life of the protagonist. In 

the first stage, the adolescent daydreams of solutions to 

nis problem-ridden family situation; meanwhile, his sub

conscious dreams dramatize his personal emotional problems. 

Thus Clinton Williams daydreams of his brother coming as 

savior to their neurotic family, while at the same time he 

has nightmares about his being insane; Joe Buck fantasizes 

that he is a sexy cowboy, while he dreams of being kept 
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out of the human race; and Gloria daydreams herself into 

being the vibrant daughter of a daring social rebel, while 

in her sleep she is dead and ugly.

In the second general stage, Herlihy’s protagonists 

encounter disillusioning experiences, yet they cling stub

bornly to their daydreams. Meanwhile, their subconscious 

dreams reveal confusion, anxiety, and clues to their prob

lems which the reader can interpret better than the characters 

can. In Clinton’s second stage, for example, he travels 

to Florida and discovers Berry-berry is no hero, yet he con

tinues to hope the brother will return; meanwhile, he dreams 

of withered Christmas trees and children shaken to their 

deaths. In Joe’s second stage, he finds New York will 

accept him only as a homosexual prostitute, yet he can 

think of no alternative exdept going to dark, womb-like 

places; meanwhile, he dreams that there is no human race 

in existence for him to belong to. In Gloria’s second stage, 

she finds her father to be an embittered man, yet she per

sists in her hero-worship to the extent of inviting his 

sexual advances; meanwhile, she subconsciously creates the 

warnings of Sara the ’’ghost” and dreams of “ceasing to 

exist.”

In each novel’s third stage, Herlihy has his protag

onist experience a love relationship which causes him to
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clarify his values and discard his daydreams for reality. 

Subconscious dreams reflect this end to his search for iden

tity. Clinton finds Echo and dreams of protecting his wife; 

Joe finds Ratso and dreams of being a loving father; Gloria 

finds her commune and is able to see her mother as a pitiable 

creature.

Within the framework of each novel’s structure, dreams 

become the basis for turns in plot when the emotional changes 

signified in the dreams influence characters’ decisions. 

One example is Clinton’s decision not to kill his brother, 

which results from his dream of the great wind destroying 

the innocents. He does not want to be a destroyer after 

having that dream. Another example is Joe’s decision to 

buy warm clothes for Ratso, which follows his frightening 

dream that the cruel MacAlbertsons are his children. In 

The Season of the Witch, Gloria’s decision to reveal her 

identity to her father is induced by ”a nameless grief" 

from a childhood dream. In the latter novel, however, the 

plot more often turns on Gloria’s rebellion against her 

dreams than on her compliance with their "advice."

The final and most important use of dreams in Herlihy’s 

novels is the expression of his themes through the inter

locking symbolism of the dreams in each story. Previous 

chapters have shown that each novel has its own network
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of dream symbolism. The sleeping or half-conscious dreams 

usually portray the powerful anxieties of the characters, 

while the daydreams express their idealism. By skillfully 

involving the reader in his characters* dreams, Herlihy can 

move us to appreciate his rather unremarkable themes: that 

before one can love, he must be loved; that before one can 

mature, he must realize that people need him as much as he 

needs them; and that becoming mature—facing reality--is 

ultimately desireable, though it cannot do away with pain.

At some point each protagonist must finally choose be

tween reality and illusion—Clinton while training a gun on 

his brother, Joe after creating the false freedom of violent 

sexual intercourse, and Gloria as her father takes her in 

his arms. At these points, especially, Herlihy*s sure sense 

of psychic realities comes into play. The reader has to 

know the character intimately by participating in the char

acter’s dream life. Therefore, as the character comes to 

realize the importance of love, so does the reader. Herlihy*s 

ability to lead his reader through a subjective experience 

of these truths marks him as a fine literary craftsman worthy 

of more attention from the critical community.
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